
sic freedomswere concessions forced upon the ruling class. But
those rights did expand: The right to vote was won in country
after country; absolute monarchies were replaced by either re-
publics or, at least, constitutional monarchies; women’s rights
were expanded; slavery was abolished.

But Marx understood that the struggle would become more
intense over time, that the growth of capitalism would lead to
a decline in capitalism’s own democratic program. The expan-
sion of capitalism meant the expansion of the working class.
The bourgeoisie became more afraid of the growing proletariat
than they were of undemocratic, authoritarian rulers. From the
very beginning, the emerging capitalist rulers knew that a suc-
cessful revolution against the feudal aristocracy might turn
into one against the bourgeoisie. Democracy itself might be
used by the workers to organize themselves against the capital-
ist class. And their fears were well founded. While bourgeois
forms of representative democracy have often successfully con-
tained and channeled worker unrest, in its epoch of decline,
capitalism increasingly ceases to be a champion of even bour-
geois democracy. It is becoming ever more obvious that, for
democratic rights to be secured, the working class must over-
throw capitalism totally and create a true democracy, a socialist
democracy.

And this has always been necessary. Marx and Engels (and
most anarchists) understood that the rising, semi-autonomous
bourgeois state, with its bureaucratic-military executive,
served capitalism overall, even when it was not directly
controlled by the capitalist class. They called this trend “Bona-
partism,” after the dictatorship of Napoleon and later of his
nephew, but applied it to other states as well. In their Address
of the Central Committee to the Communist League (March
1850), Marx and Engels drew the lessons they had learned
from the defeat of the 1848–1850 European revolutions.
They concluded that the workers should support the liberal
democrats against authoritarian states, but never trust them;
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Competition among imperial states has meant repeated
wars throughout the history of capitalism. They have de-
veloped weapons of such awesome power that they could
wipe out civilization and perhaps exterminate life on earth.
The alleged deterrent power of these nuclear and biological
weapons did not prevent many smaller wars by the imperi-
alists against oppressed nations. Now that the Cold War is
over and the Soviet Union as such is gone, nuclear bombs are
more widespread than ever. They are under the control of
more, often unstable, governments, as well as the increasingly
desperate imperialist states: an extremely dangerous situation
for human survival.

Real Democracy

The epoch of capitalist decline has political effects. At its
birth, the ideologues of capitalism developed the program of
bourgeois-democracy. It was based on the nature of capitalism
itself. All people were supposedly equal, free atoms in the mar-
ketplace and therefore they should be free and equal citizens
under the state. When buying and selling in the market, peo-
ple’s race, religion, gender, family background, country of ori-
gin, etc. do not matter; all that matters is how much money
they have (a quantitative, not a qualitative, difference). Simi-
larly, all citizens should be equal, with one (adult) person, one
vote. “An inalienable right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.” “Liberty, equality, and fraternity.”This implied free-
dom of speech, the press, and association. It meant election of
officials, land to the peasants, and national self-determination.
There should be no oppression or discrimination based on any-
thing but lack of money.

Of course, capitalism has never lived up to its promised pro-
gram. Every expansion of democratic rights was won by the
blood of the people fighting the capitalists, even the most ba-
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Such directly capitalist methods have always been tied up
with primitive accumulation, the looting of local peoples of
their wealth by force and fraud. Although formal colonialism
(the ownership of other countries by the imperial home
countries) is mostly over, the looting continues, through
investments, high-interest loans to governments (including
by the IMF and the World Bank), unequal trade, control over
international patents, etc.

In light of all this, Marx’s attitude toward early capitalist im-
perialism was ambivalent. On one hand, he saw it as laying
the basis for industrialization and modernization in the poorer
nations, a way to break them out of what he saw as the “stagna-
tion” of pre-capitalist societies. Yet he was aware of the suffer-
ing that capitalist imperialism caused among ordinary people,
the destruction of traditional ways of life. He was sympathetic
to anti-imperialist rebellions, as in India, China, and Mexico.
While some of what he wrote seems to imply that every na-
tion must necessarily pass through a “capitalist stage” before
achieving socialism, he later qualified this by claiming that a
pre-capitalist society could skip that stage provided that it was
helped by proletarian revolutions in the industrialized coun-
tries. Today it is clear that once capitalism reaches its epoch of
decay, imperialism is a completely reactionary phenomena.

There are various contemporary Marxist theories of imperi-
alism, which I will not review here. Suffice it to say that the
giant oligopolies of the rich countries dominate the world mar-
ket, driven by the need to make profits and accumulate value.
As such, they also dominate the poorer, oppressed, countries,
in order to drain them of their wealth. To maintain their power,
the capitalists of the imperialist nations can use the military
forces of their national states to threaten, bomb, and even in-
vade or occupy the weaker countries. Implicitly, they also use
them to warn off rival imperialist states. This is most true for
the rulers of the United States.
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Imperialism: The Stolen Wealth of Nations

For reasons known only to himself, Lenin gave the name “im-
perialism” to the epoch of late capitalism. Of course, imperial-
ism goes back at least to the Roman and Chinese empires, and
capitalist imperialism begins with the very foundations of cap-
italism, with the British, Spanish, and French empires, among
others.

Marx wrote a fair amount about the imperialism of his
time in his political writings and anthropological notebooks—
especially about the British rule over India, China, and Ireland,
the Dutch rule over Indonesia, the Russian rule over Poland,
and the French attempt to conquer Mexico. But he did not
write much about its economics. In a more general sense, he
saw foreign trade by the industrializing capitalist countries
of Western Europe as an essential background to their de-
velopment. Driven by the need to make profits, the original
industrial capitalist regimes went abroad to exploit the labor
force, the raw materials, and the consumer markets of poorer
nations.

In the Communist Manifesto, Marx declares of the bour-
geoisie, “The cheap prices of its commodities are the heavy
artillery with which it batters down all Chinese walls…. It com-
pels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois
mode of production; it compels them to introduce what it calls
civilization into their midst, i.e., to become bourgeois them-
selves….It has made barbarian and semi-barbarian countries
dependent on the civilized ones, nations of peasants on nations
of bourgeois, the East on the West” (in Draper 1998, 115–117;
note both the archaic use of “barbarian” and the critical
reference to bourgeois society as “what it calls civilization”).
Capital in the developed countries would take advantage of
cheaper labor and the higher levels of exploitation in the poor
nations.
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coal, and natural gas to renewable energy. It should have been
paying to clean up the environment and preventing global
warming. Instead it has been counting its wealth as profit and
buying off a layer of the working class with a standard of
living decent enough to obscure the looming catastrophe.

Our whole civilization is built on carbon-based fuels. Not
only our transportation system, but also our food, which re-
lies on artificial fertilizer and artificial pesticides made from
oil. And there are all the things we use made from plastics and
artificial fibers (also made from oil). These are limited, nonre-
newable, rawmaterials that sooner or later will run out—and in
the meantime, they get harder and harder to extract. They pol-
lute our foods, our land, our air, and our water. They are caus-
ing global warming. And the drive to accumulate leads capital-
ists to make matters worse every day. The world’s forests (the
“lungs of the earth”) are being destroyed. The oceans are be-
ing overfished to extinction. Other species are being wiped out.
Capitalism treats the world as though it were an inexhaustible
mine.

Marx and Engels did not foresee all this; they expected a
socialist revolution well before humanity got this close to the
edge. But their tools help us to understand it, to see beyond
the surface. For instance, sometimes, when gasoline prices go
up, liberals claim that the oil companies are deliberately over-
pricing it. This may be immediately true, but in the long run,
it is not. Because the oil companies do not include the costs
they will eventually need in order to reach hard-to-get oil or
to develop new energy sources once current oil sources run
low, they are all underpricing the real costs of oil production.
When conservatives claim that changing to renewable energy
and an ecologically sustainable economywould be difficult and
expensive; they are absolutely correct.
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Since it is no longer “primitive” or “primary,” theorists
sometimes use other terms; David Harvey (2010) prefers
“accumulation by dispossession,” for example. Whatever we
call them, these “new” forms of accumulation all involve the
theft (legal or otherwise) of things that were once common
property, someone else’s property, or that had never previ-
ously been considered property at all. It turns all sorts of
previously unsalable, unmarketable, things into commodities.
This includes privatization of public industries, privatization
of natural resources (such as water), the whole process of
de-nationalization of the former “Communist” countries (turn-
ing the economy over to traditional capitalists, often former
bureaucrats), the stripping of assets from weaker corporations,
efforts to patent genetic material, continuing efforts to drive
people off the land in China and elsewhere, and much more.

Taken as a whole, the ruling class acts like the capitalist
management of a global firm that sells its commodities for the
equivalent of variable capital, constant capital, and the average
profit. Prudent management would dictate that, after selling its
commodities, it should put aside money from the equivalent
of the constant capital to eventually pay for new machinery
and buildings when the old ones wear out. But it does not. It
makes its bottom-line look healthier by counting the value that
should have gone toward replacing constant capital as part of
its profit. Or it uses some of the constant capital value to buy
off the workers with higher pay (thus, counting it as variable
capital). The day will come when its machinery will wear out.
Then this seemingly prosperous firm will fail because it cannot
replace the machines. It will have to dig even deeper to come
up with new sources of profit.

The looting of nature is one crucial result of this short-
sightedness. Constant capital is not just machines; it includes
raw materials as well. In a global economy based mostly on
nonrenewable resources, the bourgeoisie also should have
been putting aside wealth to prepare for a transition from oil,
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cal bourgeois economists claim that an economic slump will
always cure itself, Keynes argued that this was no longer au-
tomatically true. In the age of monopolies, he was right. The
Great Depression lasted for ten years, and almost 20 percent
of the US workforce was still unemployed when a world war
finally ended it.

That is why the capitalist class and its economists and politi-
cians are determined not to let another Great Depression hap-
pen. The corporations and banks are just “too big to fail,” or
rather, too big to be allowed to fail. Governments and central
banks will do all they can to prevent another Depression. The
usualmethods are economic stimuli and subsidies, tax cuts, and
monetary maneuvers that decrease interest rates.

Assuming these methods work, at least for a while, they
may not completely banish the business cycle and its crashes,
but they may modulate them, make them less disastrous.
However, this has an unintended consequence. Smaller down-
turns cannot perform their historical task of cleaning up the
capitalist economy. Without big crashes, inefficient businesses
may not go bankrupt; inefficient parts of monopolistic combi-
nations may stay in business (as opposed to becoming “lean
and mean”); neither the costs of materials nor wage levels
will decline as much; debts will not be written off but will
continue to accumulate. If the costs of doing business do not
decline, the rate of profit does not get a boost to counteract
its tendency to fall. The shallowness of the business cycle in
the 1950s—a cycle that bourgeois economists were so proud
of—was preparing the way for greater disasters.

Not-So-Primitive Accumulation

Increasing wealth by non-market, or at least non-value-
producing, methods never stopped, even at the height of
capitalist development. Now, it has returned with a vengeance.
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Opening

“The transcripts of the 2006 meetings [of the
governors of the Federal Reserve Board and the
presidents of the 19 regional banks, two years
before the Great Recession]…clearly show some
of the nation’s pre-eminent economic minds did
not fully understand the basic mechanics of the
economy that they were charged with shepherd-
ing. The problem was not a lack of information; it
was a lack of comprehension, born in part of their
deep confidence in economic forecasting models
that turned out to be broken.”
NY Times January 13, 2012

“Just as the economists are the scientific represen-
tatives of the bourgeois class, so the socialists and
the communists are the theoreticians of the prole-
tarian class.”
Karl Marx
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Introduction

THE world is facing major upheavals—political, military,
ecological, cultural, and even spiritual. Clearly this includes
a deep economic crisis, one that overlaps with all others. We
need to understand the nature of the economic crisis if we are
to deal with it.

When it comes to theories about the economy, the two main
schools are both bourgeois, in the sense that they advocate cap-
italism. Both the conservative, unrestricted-free-market school
(in its monetarist and “Austrian” versions) and the liberal/so-
cial democratic Keynesian school exist to justify capitalism and
to advise the government on how tomanage the capitalist econ-
omy.

The only developed, alternate economic theory has been
Karl Marx’s. His theory was a detailed and well thought-out
guide for the working class, to help it understand the capitalist
system in order to end it. Other radicals, particularly anar-
chists, developed certain topics relating to economics, such as
the possible nature of a post-capitalist economy. But no one
developed an overall analysis of how capitalism worked as
an economic system as thoroughly as Marx. Therefore I will
be focusing on Marx’s work, even though I am an anarchist
and not a Marxist (nor an economist for that matter). I do
not accept the total worldview developed by Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels, even though I think much of their analysis is
accurate.

When people write about “radical economics” they gener-
ally mean two interrelated topics. One is an analysis of the
currently-existing capitalist economy. The other is the vision
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looked at. For example, a centralized factory that produces all
the widgets in theworldmay produce themmuch cheaper than
would local widget-making workshops. But the factory would
have to import raw materials, machinery, and workers from
great distances, and then to ship the finished widgets great dis-
tances. This creates costs that local production would not have.
These diseconomies of scale can become a factor in the split-
ting up of overlarge monopolies. Whether the costs of distribu-
tion balance the advantages of centralized production has to be
determined empirically, but rarely is. In the 1930s, the decen-
tralist Ralph Borsodi calculated that two-thirds of goods were
made more cheaply locally, with small machines, than on a na-
tional scale (1933). Of course, technology has changed a great
deal since then, and he did not calculate for regional produc-
tion, but his findings remain telling.

Monopolies and semi-monopolies are also, asmentioned, un-
der less competitive pressure and therefore may be less inven-
tive and productive. Monopolies tend to stagnate. On the one
hand, this produces less surplus value. On the other hand, slow-
ing growth in productivity also slows the growth of the organic
composition of capital and therefore of the fall in the rate of
profit. How this balances out is another empirical matter. But
in the long run, the fall in the rate of profit cannot really be
counteracted by the effects of stagnation.

However, the most important consequence of the growth
of large, concentrated firms for profit rates is its effect on the
business cycle. If a cycle goes all the way through to the final
crash (as it did in 1929), the crash will be very bad indeed under
oligopolistic capitalism. Huge businesses have huge falls. They
owe huge debts to other companies and to the banks. They em-
ploy large numbers of workers. They buy and sell from each
other and from many smaller firms. Their boards of directors
overlap. So if any of them fall, the effect on the whole of the
economy is enormous. The problem of getting an oligopolistic
economy back up on its feet is also enormous. While classi-
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Oligopoly and the Rate of Profit

How does oligopoly—or even complete unification in the
form of state capitalism—affect the tendency of the rate of
profit to fall? Clearly, productivity continues to increase,
which raises the organic composition of capital, which should
decrease the rate of profit. But does it?

Monopoly and oligopoly interfere with the average rate of
profit. Giant firms can raise their prices (and, therefore, prof-
its), without worrying that other capitalists will invest in their
field and bring them back down. Because of their monopoly po-
sition, they can keep out other possible competitors, which is
what makes their position a monopoly in the first place. Their
monopoly position may be due to ownership of patents or to
their huge size. It takes a great deal of capital to break into
many US industries, which is why it often takes large foreign
companies to do it. So, the giant firms may get and keep a dis-
proportionate amount of the surplus value produced in soci-
ety. Which means that the weaker, smaller firms are getting
proportionately less (the extra surplus value has to come from
somewhere). However, this does not change the total amount
of surplus value produced by society’s collective body of work-
ers.

Concentrated and centralized big businesses also produce
large amounts of surplus in one place. While the rate of profit
may not be high, the lump sum of any one corporation might
be quite large.This does not change the actual rate of profit, but
it does change the effects of the declining rate of profit. A large,
concentrated sum of money can be used for further investment
in a way that the same sum of money, scattered around in small
firms, cannot.

Large firms may also increase profits through economies of
scale in production. However, as anarchists and other decen-
tralists (Borsodi 1933; Sale 1980; Schumacher 1973; and others)
have argued, there are also diseconomies of scale that are rarely
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of a post-capitalist, post-revolutionary, economy. From these
two topics, it is possible to develop a strategy for getting from
one to the other. When it comes to an analysis of capitalist
economy, Marx’s economic theories are superior to others, in-
cluding what there is of anarchist economic thinking. In An
Anarchist FAQ, Iain McKay writes that there are “subjects an-
archists have, traditionally, been weak on, such as economics”
(2008, 13). Anarchists have certainly made contributions, but
there is no coherent “anarchist economics” in this sense. While
Proudhon may have come closest, neither he nor other anar-
chists developed his insights into a full system comparable to
Marx’s work. However, when it comes to presenting a post-
capitalist vision, a socialist goal, then anarchism (with other,
non-Marxist, libertarian socialisms), I believe, is superior to
Marxism. This is not to deny that Marx made useful contribu-
tions, but nothing he or Engels suggested is as clear or coherent
as the anarchist program. Taken together, the two theories are
greater than the sum of their parts.

I make no claims for originality. When there are differing in-
terpretations of Marx’s theory, I may take a minority position,
but I remain focused mainly on Marx’s concepts, as expressed
in the three main volumes of Capital, the Grundrisse, and a few
other works, and in the work of his close collaborator and com-
rade, Friedrich Engels. I will not engage the Marxist theories of
post-Marx commentators, many of whom disagree with funda-
mentals of Marx’s views—rejecting, for example, his labor the-
ory of value and his analysis of the tendency for the rate of
profit to fall. Many reject the idea that state capitalism is pos-
sible. In fact, most are de facto advocates of state capitalism, in
the sense that most social democratic/reformist Marxists call
on the existing state to intervene in the economy, in order to
bolster capitalism, while most revolutionary Marxists seek to
replace the existing state with a new state, replacing the bour-
geoisie with state ownership—while maintaining the capital/
labor relationship.
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There aremany introductions toMarxist economics, starting
with Marx’s own Value, Price, and Profit and his Wage-Labor
and Capital, and including vast numbers of more sophisticated
works on the topic. Very rarely, though, has an anarchist writ-
ten one for anarchists and other libertarian socialists. I suspect
it may be useful today.

Can Anarchists Learn from Marx?

Some anarchists have been offended by my even raising the
possibility that they might benefit from studying Marx’s work.
They point out, correctly, that the First International was
torn apart in a bitter factional fight between the followers of
Marx and those of Michael Bakunin, the founder of anarchism
as a movement. The Second (Socialist) International did not
even let anarchists join. Following the Russian Revolution, the
regime of Lenin and Trotsky had anarchists arrested and shot.
In the Spanish revolution of the 1930s, the Stalinists betrayed
and murdered the anarchists. Marxism, as an organized polit-
ical tradition has led, on the one hand, to social-democratic
reformism and support for Western imperialism. In other
cases, it has evolved into a form of mass-murdering, totali-
tarian, state capitalism (misnamed “Communism”) before, in
countries like China and the Soviet Union, collapsing back
into traditional capitalism.

There is no denying any of that—and no need to deny it. I
am not debating the merits of Marxism or anarchism as social
movements or historical traditions. Nor am I interested in trad-
ing tit-for-tat accusations about whether Marx or Bakunin had
the more authoritarian personality, or whether Proudhon or
Marx first came up with this or that economic idea. I am an an-
archist, which should tell you which social vision I ultimately
find more compelling. But that doesn’t mean I cannot see the
importance of Marx’s critique of political economy. My goal is
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judged by use-values. This lasts until the crisis gets so bad, the
profit rate gets so low, that the capitalists have to attack the
workers and drastically cut their wages.

Workers fight back to maintain their standard of living—and,
if possible, to improve it.This is important for them to do, Marx
noted, but in itself, it does not directly challenge capitalist ex-
ploitation as such.

Just as little as better clothing, food and treat-
ment…do away with the exploitation of the slave,
so little do they set aside that of the wage worker.
A rise in the price of labor…only means, in fact,
that the length and weight of the golden chain
the wage worker has already forged for himself,
allow of a relaxation of the tension of it…. The
condition of [labor power’s] sale, whether more
or less favorable to the laborer, include therefore
the necessity of its constant re-selling. (1906,
677–678)

As capitalist accumulation and centralization increase,
the workers’ wages may go up or down. However, their
domination by the ever-increasing power of the capitalists
(their alienation) worsens. Meanwhile, increasing productivity
(the increasing organic composition of capital) continues to
decrease the proportion of human labor needed in production.
People lose jobs, which expands the reserve army of the
unemployed. The poverty and misery of the unemployed does
get worse over time, and threatens to pull down the standards
of even the organized, employed workers. “In proportion as
capital accumulates, the lot of the laborer, be his payment
high or low, must grow worse….This law rivets the laborer to
capital” (Marx 1906, 708–709; my emphasis).
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For Marx, the replacement of family-owned and managed
firms by ever-larger stock companies points to the end of cap-
italism, its last phase. “This is the abolition of the capitalist
mode of production within the capitalist mode of production
itself…. It establishes a monopoly in certain spheres and there-
fore requires state interference. It reproduces a new financial
aristocracy, a new variety of parasites…awhole system of swin-
dling and cheating by means of corporation promotion, stock
issuance, and stock speculation.” (1967b, 438). He thought that
the growth of monopolies would result in more state involve-
ment in the economy as well as the growth of finance and spec-
ulation. He was right.

Effects of Oligopoly on the Working Class

Another frequent misinterpretation of Marx involves his
supposed “theory of immiseration”—the idea that the growth
of big business would directly result in increasing poverty
among the working class. This is a misrepresentation of his
“general law of capitalist accumulation.” Remember: All of
Marx’s “laws” are “tendencies,” which work their effects in
the face of counteracting tendencies. He did not think that all
workers would be automatically driven to extreme poverty.
He knew that they could be relatively well-paid, while still
being exploited, and he expected that workers would earn
more during periods of prosperity in the business cycle.

Capitalists constantly push down on workers’ standard of
living and the workers push back. For a period, this evolves
into a relatively stable value of the commodity labor power. But
the capitalists will continue to press the workers, especially
when profit rates decline—and when the bosses feel stronger
due to increased centralization. Increased productivity permits
the capitalists to preserve or even lower the value of what they
pay the workers, while maintaining their standard of living as
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to help anarchist readers do the same. Even at an introductory
and generalized level, Marx’s theory presents a fairly accurate
model of contemporary capitalism and its future. I hope revo-
lutionary anarchists find this helpful.

Both Marxism and anarchism grew out of the nineteenth
century socialist and working class movements. Both had the
same goals of the end of capitalism, of classes, of the state, of
war, and of all other oppressions. Both focused on the work-
ing class as the agent of revolutionary change, in alliance with
other oppressed parts of the population.

Yet anarchists rejected Marx’s concepts of the transitional
state (“the dictatorship of the proletariat”) and a nationalized
and centralized post-capitalist economy. They rejected his
general tendency toward teleological determinism and his
specific strategy of building electoral parties. Instead, anar-
chists sought to replace the state with non-state federations of
workers’ councils and community assemblies, to replace the
military and police with a democratically-organized armed
people (a militia) for as long as necessary, and to replace
capitalism with federations of self-managed workplaces,
industries, and communes, democratically planned from the
bottom up.

None of this has prevented many anarchists from expressing
appreciation for Marx’s economic theory (see Schmidt & van
der Walt 2009, 85). Historically, as McKay points out, “Both
Bakunin and [Benjamin] Tucker accepted Marx’s analysis and
critique of capitalism as well as his labor theory of value” (2008,
24). Carlo Cafiero published his own summary of Capital in
1879. More recently, Cindy Milstein, an influential US anar-
chist, wrote in Anarchism and its Aspirations, “More than any-
one, Karl Marx grasped the essential character of what would
become a hegemonic social structure—articulated most com-
pellingly in his Capital” (2010, 21).

To some extent, these anarchists believed that it was possi-
ble to divorce Marx’s economic theory from Marx’s political
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strategy. Some radicals argued that there were two sides
to Marx’s political and economic insights—and I agree (see
Aronson 1995; Sherover-Marcuse 1986). Marx could, at times,
espouse visions that were libertarian, democratic, humanistic,
and proletarian, while, at other moments, recommend more
authoritarian, statist, and bureaucratic strategies. He could
be alternately scientific and open minded, or determinist and
scientistic.

Stalinist totalitarians managed to employ both sides of
Marx’s Marxism. They most obviously used the centralizing,
authoritarian aspects, but Marx’s positive, libertarian and
humanistic aspects also played a role: the ideological one of
painting an attractive face over their monstrous reality. They
have misled hundreds of millions of workers and peasants
in mass movements that thought they were fighting for a
better world. Does that mean that libertarian socialists should
reject all of Marx’s work, even the positive aspects? What
would happen if we did? When it comes to economics, if we
abandon Marx’s system, we are essentially left with bourgeois
economic theory, rationalizations of a social system that also
has a history of bloodshed, mass suffering, tyranny (including
racial oppression and Nazi genocide), and two world wars.
This is not a superior record.

There has long been a minority trend within Marxism that
has based itself on the humanistic and libertarian-democratic
aspects of Marx’s concepts. This goes back to William Morris,
who worked with Engels in Britain while being a friend of Pe-
ter Kropotkin. It continues with today’s “autonomist” Marx-
ists (who sometimes call themselves “left communists”). The
version of Marxist economics I learned was heavily influenced
by the “Johnson-Forrest Tendency” (the pseudonyms of C.L.R.
James and Raya Dunayevskaya) and by Paul Mattick of the
“council communists.” My point is not that these libertarian
Marxists had the “true” understanding of Marxism, as opposed
to the authoritarianism of Marxist-Leninists. I am simply say-
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Effects of Oligopoly on the Capitalists

Some claim that Marx predicted that the growth of concen-
trated capital would erase the middle layers between the stock-
owning bourgeoisie and the working class. This is not true.
Marx did expect that small businesspeople, independent pro-
fessionals, and small farmers would decline in numbers with
the growth of big business. But he also predicted that huge
firms would require splits between the ownership of capital
and the job of managing the firm. “An industrial army of work-
men, under the command of a capitalist, requires, like a real
army, officers (managers), and sergeants (foremen, overlook-
ers)…. The work of supervision becomes their established and
exclusive function” (1906, 364). This results in the “…develop-
ment of a numerous class of industrial and commercial man-
agers…” (1967b, 389). As capitalist enterprises expand, the cap-
italists themselves become superfluous, at least to the produc-
tive aspects. The managers manage. The capitalists invest in
the stock market.

This new layer of managers and supervisors has basically
two tasks. One is the technical coordination of the various
tasks taking place. This is something that would have to be
done in any economic system. Under socialist democracy, it
might be done collectively by workers meeting to plan their
work, or the workers might elect a coordinator, or they might
take turns at the job. To the extent that capitalist managers do
necessary technical work, they are part of the collective labor
that produces the commodities. On the other hand, they are
agents of the capitalists and personifications of capital. Their
job is to drive the wage slaves to their labors and make sure
the workers do not “goof off.” Supervisors may have interests
that clash with the capitalist owners (it is a very conflictual
system), but workers tend to see them as part of the class
enemy.
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from Japan, Korea, and Germany (with backing by their states)
were able to successfully compete with the former Big Three.

However, overall, and over time, the trend is toward increas-
ing consolidation. This trajectory is what Lenin and others
called “monopoly capitalism,” though oligopoly (the rule of a
few) capitalism might be a better name. Even if a small number
of firms dominates a field, these semi-monopolies distort the
forces of the market in a monopolistic manner (bourgeois
economists call this “imperfect competition”). This includes
distortion of the law of value (the tendency of commodities to
exchange according to the amount of socially necessary labor
they embody). Nonetheless, distorted markets are still markets;
distorted value relations are still value relations.

Though it might seem strange to us today, Marx saw the
growth of centralized big business as a mostly progressive
development. He knew that it caused great suffering for
the workers, but he also believed that it was building the
technical and material basis for socialism (communism), the
end of classes and poverty. We anarchists, on the other hand,
historically had a more critical attitude toward the growth
of big business. While agreeing that it might help lead to a
cooperative, nonprofit, system of production, anarchists also
understand that only some economic centralization is the
result of more efficient technological methods of production.
Firms also merge solely for financial reasons, or in order to
increase their power over workers, or to have better access
to markets. In a certain sense, the very process of monopo-
lization itself can lead to less efficient outcomes by causing
overcentralization, which interferes with production and dis-
tribution, and that holds back innovation (new inventions and
new job creation are more likely to occur among smaller firms
than larger ones). This view is consistent with an analysis
of an epoch of capitalist decline. It is also consistent with
the anarchists’ goal of a socialized and cooperative economy
within a radically democratic and decentralized federalism.
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ing that, empirically, it has been possible for some to combine
Marxist economic theory with a politics that was very close to
anarchism. My own anarchism has also been enriched by fem-
inism, classical liberalism, radical psychoanalysis, progressive
education, Malcolm X’s thinking, ecology, and non-anarchist
decentralism, among other influences—as well as by aspects of
Marxism. Openness to different trends of thought is something
which I find valuable in anarchism.

I therefore have two goals here. Besides explaining Marx’s
economic theory and letting people make up their own minds
about it, I hope to show anarchists that it is possible to learn
from aspects of Marxist theory while remaining anarchists. We
do not have to reject everything written and done by Marx and
Marxists in order to be anarchists. We can learn from, and pos-
sibly surpass, Marxist theory.

Marx and Proudhon

Anarchists often raise another complaint about Marx’s polit-
ical economy: that he did not invent his theory by himself but
learned it mostly from other thinkers, including Pierre-Joseph
Proudhon, the first person to call himself an “anarchist.” They
denounce Marx as a plagiarist.

There is no question that Marx made a thorough study of
thinkers who went before him, including bourgeois political
economists and socialist writers. His writings, published and
unpublished, often read like dialogues between himself and ear-
lier economists (e.g., his Theories of Surplus Value, the “fourth
volume” of Capital). This is another part of what he meant by
his “critique of political economy.” He claimed to go beyond
thembut he never denied that he built on earlier thinkers. Some
political economists he respected (particularly those in the line
from Adam Smith to David Ricardo). Others he despised (the
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pure apologists whom he called “vulgar economists” or “prize-
fighters”).

When Marx and Engels first read Proudhon, and then
Marx met him in France, they were impressed. Coming
from the background of a working artisan, Proudhon had
developed a critique of capitalism and a concept of socialism.
The two young, middle-class, radicals learned from him. In
The Holy Family (the first really “Marxist” book), Marx and
Engels commented on Proudhon’s 1840 What is Property? :
“Proudhon subjects private property, which is the basis of
political economy, to a critical examination…. That is the great
scientific progress that he has achieved, a progress which
revolutionizes political economy and which present, for the
first time, the possibility of making political economy a true
science…. Proudhon does not only write in the interest of the
proletarians, he is a proletarian himself” (quoted in Jackson
1962, 47).

Later on, Marx and Engels became political and theoretical
opponents of Proudhon. Marx attacked his views in The
Poverty of Philosophy, as did Engels in The Housing Question.
Bakunin stated, “There is a good deal of truth in the merciless
critique [Marx] directed against Proudhon” (quoted in Leier
2006, 230). I am not going to get into the theoretical questions
that were debated; that is a task for another book. I believe
that Marx and Engels learned much from Proudhon and
then developed past him in certain ways. Beside immediate
economic theory, Proudhon developed a program that was
an early version of “market socialism” to which democratic
communism was superior. More positively, Proudhon worked
out aspects of decentralized-federalist socialism, which was
contrary to Marx’s centralist statism. Some of Proudhon’s
concepts were important in the later development of revolu-
tionary anarchism. In brief, there were things that Marx and
Engels learned from Proudhon; things that they developed
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large capitals. This is centralization proper, as
distinct from accumulation and concentration.
(1906, 686–687)

This has clearly come to pass. As one example, Frances
Moore Lappe writes, “Just four companies control at least
three-quarters of the international grain trade; and in the
United States, by 2000, just ten corporations—with boards
totaling only 138 people—had come to account for half of
US food and beverage sales” (2011, 11). Even a hundred and
fifty years ago, Marx could see that the trend was toward the
merger of all of a country’s capital into a single entity, which
would lay the basis for state capitalism. “This limit would not
be reached in any particular society until the entire social
capital would be united, either in the hands of one single
capitalist, or in those of one single corporation” (Marx 1906,
688).

At the same time, this tendency is, as usual, complicated by
counteracting forces. Mergers may not be consistent with tech-
nical needs (the merger was made for financial reasons, but
the technologies of the different parts do not integrate well).
In that case, giant capitals tend to break up into smaller ones,
due to internal competitive forces, as different sub-businesses
struggle to grow faster than the other sections—“the repulsion
of its fractions one from another.” Nor does the growth of huge
firms end competition. Huge enterprises still compete with
each other. Even monopolies compete with other monopolies
(for example, a firm monopolizing aluminum might compete
with a steel monopoly). Giant firms often find it useful to
use smaller firms, for instance, in the way auto producers
distribute through dealerships. New inventions arise that
can force their way into the political economy (as personal
computers did). And there are international firms: For decades
no new US firm could break into the domination of the auto
industry by GM, Ford, and Chrysler. Then, giant auto makers
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In the Soviet Union, Stalinism wiped out the last remnants of
the Russian revolution (anarchists such as myself believe that
it was Lenin and Trotsky who first betrayed the revolution by
establishing a one-party police state). Fascism came to power
in Italy, Germany, Spain, and other countries. Even slavery
was revived, as a state measure, under Nazism and Stalinism.
This initial phase of the epoch of decline culminated in the
destructiveness of World War II. (I will discuss the subsequent
phase, the postwar boom, in the next chapter.)

“Monopoly Capitalism”

What was the underlying nature of this phase of the epoch?
Political economists took for granted the continuing reality of
a competitive capitalism, where a large number of firms com-
peted in a market and settled on the prices and rate of profit
that the market enforced. Marx was one of the first to point out
the drive of capitalist enterprises to grow larger and larger. He
foresaw the growth of gigantic corporations due to “concentra-
tion and centralization.” “Concentration” is the ever increasing
scale of accumulation of capital, into larger and larger firms.
“Centralization” is the merger of separate capitals (capitalist
businesses), either by amicable unions or by hostile takeovers
of one by another.

This splitting up of the total social capital into
many individual capitals or the repulsion of its
fractions one from another, is counteracted by
their attraction. This last does not mean that
simple concentration of the means of production
and of the command over labor, which is identical
with accumulation… It is concentration of capitals
already formed, destruction of their individual
independence, expropriation of capitalist by
capitalist, transformation of many small into few
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further; and things that they might have learned from him but
did not.

In any case, the key question should be whether or not
Marx’s economic theory is a good theory, useful for under-
standing the capitalist economy, and useful for developing
political reactions to it. If he got good ideas from Proudhon or
anyone else, then good for him.

Critique of Political Economy?

What sort of theory was Marxism, exactly? There is some
dispute over whether one should refer to “Marx’s economics,”
“Marx’s political economy,” or “Marx’s critique of political
economy.” As to the first, Marx discussed the production
and distribution of commodities and other typical subjects
covered by texts on “economics.” At the same time, his goals
and interests were entirely different from those of bourgeois
economists. He was not an economist. He was not interested
in explaining “how capitalism works” for the sake of objective,
disinterested, science, nor was he advising capitalists how to
manage their economy. Marx wanted to explain capitalism to
the workers and their allies, to help them to become conscious
of their situation and to aid them in changing it through
revolution.

As for “political economy,” this is a term taken from Aris-
totle, who distinguished between “domestic economy” (of the
household and the farm) and “political economy” (of the polis,
the overall community). Early bourgeois economists picked up
the term. They integrated their analysis of economics with a
wider understanding of the role of classes and the state. Mod-
ern radicals often adopt the term in order to emphasize that
they are doing the same, embedding economics within the so-
cial totality.
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Marx himself, however, generally used “political economy”
as a synonym for bourgeois economics, and the phrase, “cri-
tique of political economy” to describe what he was doing. It
was the title or subtitle of several of his books (including Capi-
tal). The term “critique” meant “a critical analysis,” examining
the positive and negative aspects of something, in their inter-
actions. He was an enemy of the political economists, however
much he respected a few of them for their insights. He was
the opponent of the system he was examining—and exposing.
Some Marxists today prefer to say they are furthering the “cri-
tique of political economy.” Yet it does seem a lengthy, some-
what awkward and archaic phrase. Almost no one refers to “cri-
tiques” today outside of literary discussions.

I use all three terms for Marx’s economic theory, but it is
essential to keep in mind that we are developing an attack on
bourgeois economic theory and the capitalist economy. In a
very real sense, the whole of Marx’s Capital was a justification
for what he wrote as the conclusion of the Communist Mani-
festo, “The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains.
They have a world to win. Workers of all countries unite!” as
well as the first “rule” of the First International, “The emancipa-
tion of the working classes must be conquered by the working
classes themselves.”

The Value of Radical Theory

Why is radical theory, anarchist and Marxist, so important,
so valuable? Because the socialist revolution is different from
the bourgeois revolution. In the bourgeois revolution, what
was essential was the sweeping away of all the barriers to the
free development of the capitalist market: the aristocracy, the
bureaucratic state, the privileges of the guilds, and so on. Then
the “invisible hand” of the competitive marketplace would
work (more-or-less) on its own, automatically developing
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social revolution,” or, as is sometimes asserted, “of wars and
revolutions.”

Of all the improvements in productivity, including automa-
tion, computers, and nanotechnology, the most significant in-
vention that capitalism has created is the international working
class itself. Before capitalism, there was no such class. It exists
in concentrations in cities and in industries, working collec-
tively and cooperatively (unlike peasants who generally work
their own farms). In Marx’s view, this class, with its hands
on the highly productive new technology, could lead all the
oppressed to create a new society, without classes, or states,
or warfare, or ecological destruction. For over a century and
a half, this modern working class has repeatedly, if intermit-
tently, struggled, often under the banner of various sorts of
“socialisms,” to overthrow capitalism.

Marx and Engels did not live to see the actual epoch of capi-
talist decline (which began about 1900 or so). But variousMarx-
ist theorists analyzed it, including Hilferding, Lenin, Bukharin,
Trotsky, and Luxemburg. All of them had important insights,
although only Rosa Luxemburg was influential in the develop-
ment of libertarian-democratic Marxist trends. However, I am
going to stick as close as possible to the actual theories of Marx
and Engels.

From 1914 through 1945, it was easy to believe that Marx
had been correct in describing an epoch of capitalist decline.
First, there was the historically unprecedented First World
War. This was followed by the shallow prosperity of the
twenties and then by the worldwide, decade-long, Great
Depression. There were revolutions and near-revolutions
throughout Europe. The Russian Revolution was the closest
to being successful, but other revolutions failed in Germany,
Italy, and Eastern Europe. There were major labor struggles in
Europe and in the United States, as well as national rebellions,
in China and elsewhere. Eventually, all the revolutionary
struggles were defeated and replaced by totalitarian regimes.
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Chapter 4: The Epoch of
Capitalist Decline and Social
Revolution

IN his preface to his Critique of Political Economy, Marx
wrote, “At a certain stage of their development, the material
productive forces of society come into conflict with the exist-
ing relations of production, or—what is but a legal expression
of the same thing—with the property relations within which
they have been at work hitherto. From forms of development
of the productive forces these relations turn into their fetters.
Then begins an epoch of social revolution” (quoted in Daum
1990). Every previous social system reached an end and the
same will be true of capitalism.

Capital’s powerful technology has become so vastly pro-
ductive that it no longer fits within the confines of a system
based on private ownership, class conflict, competition, and
national borders—all of which developed to serve an economy
of scarcity. Production for profit holds back the production
of useful goods for all. Capitalism becomes less competitive;
it revives older methods of non-market, statist, support; it
returns to primitive accumulation. This epoch (and the phases
within it) has been called by many names by various Marxists:
the epoch of capitalist “decay,” “decline,” or “parasitism”; the
epoch of “monopoly capitalism,” “state monopoly capital-
ism,” “imperialism,” or “finance capitalism”; and sometimes
simply “late capitalism.” It is, as Marx put it, “an epoch of
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industry and trade. The middle class revolutionaries did not
have to fully understand what they were doing, so long as
they cleared away the barriers to capital accumulation. The re-
bellious artisans and peasants were not allowed to understand
that they were overthrowing one ruling class (the aristocracy)
only in order to replace it with another (the bourgeoisie).

But in the socialist-anarchist revolution, the working class
and its allies among the oppressed can and must understand
all that they can, as clearly as possible.They have no automatic
market to organize for them; on the contrary they have to or-
ganize to replace the market. They have little previous expe-
rience in actually managing organizations, compared to what
the bourgeoisie had before their revolution; they have to gain
organizing experience in the course of the struggle. They are
dealing with an interconnected industrial and economic social
machine, which requires cooperation on a vast scale; therefore
it needs the fullest democratic participation of everyone, at ev-
ery level, and in every way.

All this requires collective, democratic decision making,
class consciousness, and as much theoretical understanding as
is possible, on as wide a basis as can develop.Therefore there is
value in radical theory, including an anarchist understanding
of Marx’s critique of political economy.
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Part I: Basics

It brings non-European regions under the control of the proto-
capitalist heartland. This process began as far back as the four-
teenth century, but reached its high point in the sixteenth to
eighteenth centuries.

In the nineteenth century, capitalism took off, first in
Britain and then as a world system. During the height of its
well-being as a system, it relied mainly on market forces to
batter down all obstacles to expansion (not that it abandoned
imperial armed force). This was the apogee of capitalism, if a
relatively short one (Amin 2012). It was also the time when
working class and socialist movements began to grow. It
was when Marx wrote his books and was influential in the
First International—in which Bakunin started the anarchist
movement—and when the Paris Commune broke out.

After this heyday comes the final epoch, capitalism’s long
decline, beginning in the early twentieth century, when capi-
talism has reached its limits and its contradictions threaten to
tear apart all society. I will discuss this in the next chapter.

Marxist theorists have measured, interpreted, and subdi-
vided capitalism’s epochs in varying ways. However they do
so, there generally are no sharp divisions among the epochs.
They are just abstractions to help us conceptualize the history
of capitalism. They overlap in their traits and tendencies.
Primitive (nonmarket) accumulation, including violence by
the state, continued during the height of market capitalism
and has expanded again during the final epoch of capitalist
decline.
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We have learned a great deal more since then about the ill ef-
fects that capitalist production has on the environment and on
general health. But Marx and Engels saw it quite early.

During the epoch of primitive accumulation, the capitalists
were able to accumulate wealth by robbing the land of its nutri-
ents and by not paying to keep their cities clean or their work-
ing classes healthy. These were not simply matters of indiffer-
ence or ignorance; they were a way to accumulate riches, to
increase values.

The Epochs of Capitalism

Once it was established through violence and theft, capital-
ism continued, of course, to develop. In his Grundrisse, Marx
essentially proposed three epochs of capitalism (or two long
epochs, of growth and of decline, and a brief high point be-
tween them):

As long as capital is weak, it still itself relies on the
crutches of past modes of production…. As soon
as it feels strong, it throws away the crutches, and
moves in accordance with its own laws. As soon as
it begins to sense itself as a barrier to development,
it seeks refuge in forms which, by restricting free
competition, seem tomake the rule of capital more
perfect, but are at the same time the heralds of its
dissolution and of the dissolution of the mode of
production resting on it.” (quoted in Daum 1990,
79)

That is, in its earliest stage, capitalism is weak. It must rely
on non-market forces (primitive accumulation) to expand. It
uses force, the state, religious hysteria, anti-women prejudices,
robbery and slavery, and plunder of the natural environment.
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Chapter 1: The Labor Theory
of Value

Marx’s Method

BEFORE looking at Marx’s theory, I should say something
about his method. I will start with his belief that what we em-
pirically perceive with our senses is just the surface of reality.
The sun appears to go from east to west in the sky, over a flat
earth, and we rightly guide ourselves by this when we travel
for most distances—even though we also know that the earth
is round and goes around the sun. When I touch the top of a
table, it feels hard and solid, and in one sense, it is: It resists the
pressure of my hand. But it is also true that the table is mostly
empty space composed of whirling subatomic particles.

The same is true for society. There is surface and there is
depth beneath that surface. Both are valid views of reality, dif-
ferent perspectives on reality, equally true (in the sense of be-
ing useful in their appropriate context).

How do we find out, scientifically, what is behind the obvi-
ous surface? We cannot bring the economy into a laboratory,
nor can we do controlled experiments (not ethically, anyway).
Marx’s method is abstraction.Mentally, he abstracts (takes out)
aspects of the whole gestalt, while temporarily ignoring other
aspects of complex reality. The very field of economics is an
abstraction, because it separates (in our minds) processes of
production and consumption from other social processes, such
as art and culture, politics and religion.
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Using abstractions, Marx built theoretical models of the
economy. For example, in order to understand commodities,
he imagined a society based on simple commodity production,
a society of small, independent farmers, small shop keepers,
merchants, and artisans, buying and selling goods and services
(commodities) from each other. It was not a model of a cap-
italist economy, because these hypothetical workers owned
land and shops. No one was forced to work for a wage nor to
submit to capitalist bosses. Such a society has never existed.
Isolated pockets have, at the margins and in the cracks of
larger (slave or feudal) societies, but Marx postulated it as an
entire society in order to begin his examination of commodity
production and exchange.

Marx next imagined an economy with an industrial capital-
ist class and the modern working class, but with no landlords,
no peasants, no merchant capitalists, no bankers, no middle
classes, etc. Creating such a model (of an imaginary capital-
ism), he explored how it might work. He wound the model
up and watched how it ran. Gradually, he added more and
more aspects of the actual society to his models—such as other
classes (merchants, bankers, landlords, peasants, etc.)—hoping
to gain insight into how the whole, complex, messy, real soci-
ety works.

Abstraction has permitted Marx’s critique of economics to
remain relevant through a century and a half of further devel-
opment. Despite changes, capitalism still survives and its basic
structure is still in operation. Marx was looking for the under-
lying, recurring, patterns of mass behavior known as economic
“laws.” But these laws never appear in pure form in any actual
society. Their effects are interfered with, mediated, and coun-
tered by other forces. They show up in the long run, cumula-
tively, and in modified form. Therefore Marx repeatedly said
that economic “laws” are more properly seen as “tendencies.”
To see how they really work out, we must move beyond ab-
straction and analyze each situation in its concreteness.
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many improvements, but African Americans are still racially
and economically oppressed in capitalist society, still concen-
trated in the working class at the bottom of capitalist society.
Capitalism does not seem to be able to end its racism.

Primitive Accumulation’s Destruction of
the Environment

Marx and Engels understood that early capitalism was
destroying the biological environment. Human labor was, for
them, the way humans interact with nature, satisfying human
needs while maintaining a biological balance. They saw this as
a “metabolism” between humans and nature. But capitalism,
they believed had developed a “rift” in the metabolism (see
Foster 2000). The most important factor, to them, was the split
between city and country, between industry and agriculture.
This division had been noted by a number of “utopian social-
ists” before them, as well as by bourgeois agronomy specialists.
Kropotkin and other leading anarchists (several of whom, like
him, were professional geologists and geographers) were
also to raise this as a problem, well before the modern Green
movement.

Farms and cities were increasingly separated. Agriculture
drained the soil of nutrients. They had once been returned to
the soil through local consumption of food and the use of an-
imal and human manure, but now animal and plant nutrients
were shipped over increasing distances to cities.Their eventual
waste was not returned to the land, but polluted cities and the
rivers and lakes around them.Meanwhile, waste products from
production—coal dust, dyes, cotton dust, etc., polluted the air,
the water, and the food of the city’s inhabitants. Engels walked
through Manchester, the center of British industry, and noted
the poor health of the working class, the filthy conditions they
lived in, and the diseases that spread through their quarters.
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together. Meanwhile, they help instill in the next generation
the necessary social roles that allow family members to serve
as the “personification of capital” in their turn.

This is not, of course, an adequate analysis of women’s op-
pression; but it is clear that the oppression of women, in the
family and in the workplace, is thoroughly intertwined with
capitalist exploitation—as it had been with pre-capitalist forms
of exploitation (see Vogel 1983).

African-American Oppression

Primitive accumulation also involved a vast expansion
of African enslavement in the Americas. Africans were kid-
napped and forcibly brought to the Americas to serve as a
form of worker, namely as slaves. It was a very distorted form
of capitalism, since the slaves were obviously not “free labor.”
But they produced commodities (tobacco and cotton) for
the world market and were integrated into world capitalism.
This primitive accumulation of human bodies and human
labor lasted into the nineteenth century and was only ended
through revolutionary violence in various countries (Haiti,
the United States, parts of South America, etc.).

With the end of slavery, African-Americans served two pur-
poses for capitalism. On the one hand, they were a pool of low-
wage labor, available for super-exploited work—that is, due to
their vulnerability, the value of their labor-power commodity
was below that of the rest of the (white) work force. On the
other hand, they were used to divide and weaken the entire
working class, due to the prejudices of the white workers and
their acceptances of petty privileges, at least as compared to
African-Americans. This is a major reason why US workers
achieved many fewer social benefits (such as universal health
care) than the workers of Europe in the period afterWorldWar
II. The Civil Rights and Black Liberation movement resulted in
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Three Factors?

According to Marx, when we concretely analyze most soci-
eties, at least since the rise of class society, we see that eco-
nomic systems historically have been based on various forms
of inequality and oppression. Ours is no different and the im-
balances start right at the foundations.

For bourgeois economists, production in every economic
system requires three “factors” or “inputs”: land (not just soil
but all natural resources), labor (people), and capital (here
meaning tools, machines, buildings, etc.). Each factor must
be paid for and, under capitalism, this means rent for land,
wages for labor, and interest for capital (“interest” here being
a euphemism for profit). Since, the economists tell us, all
three factors contribute to production and all are paid for,
there is supposedly no exploitation. Yet, if this three-factor
model applies to all societies, it must apply to feudalism, to
classical slavery, and to every past exploitative society. These
were societies where ordinary people had to work longer and
harder than they would have to survive, because most of their
labor went toward supporting the ruling minorities.

Marx claimed that this was also true for themodernworking
class, the “proletariat” (a term from ancient Rome that meant
“those who do nothing but breed”). While capitalism looks, on
the surface, like a society based on equality, Marx sought to
demonstrate (as we shall see) that it was as exploitative a sys-
tem as slavery—that the capitalist class (or “bourgeoisie”) also
lived off the surplus labor of the workers. However, even with-
out a full Marxist critique, it should be obvious that the pay-
ment for each factor of production is not equivalent. Wages
are paid to workers for doing work. Rent is paid to land own-
ers for letting others use their land. Interest (profit) is paid to
the capitalists for letting others use their capital. While land
and machines are clearly necessary for the workers to produce
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goods, landowners and capitalists—the people who own land
and capital—do not actually contribute anything.

Alienation and Fetishism

The concept of alienation (estrangement) was fundamental
to Marx. In his view, what makes people human is our capac-
ity to produce, to create what we need out of the environment,
using our physical and mental labor. Under capitalism workers
are forced to labor, not for themselves but for someone else. In-
deed, since profit may flow toward distant, possibly unknown
people and institutions, to corporations or government agen-
cies, workers labor for something else: the system of capital
itself. The harder they work, the stronger and larger becomes
capital, which rules over them, drains them of their energy, and
increases its power, due to their efforts. This is alienated labor.
All the institutions of society are alien powers ruling over the
working class.

Under such conditions, people develop unhealthy forms of
“projective identification,” (a term from psychoanalytic object
relations theory). People feel empty, hollow, and weak. They
feel powerless, despite the fact they are the ones who make
the world. They project their actual inner strength onto some
symbol or institution: the flag, the leader, a nation, a football
team, or their version of God. By identifying with such things,
they can access the strength they believe they have lost and
feel whole again, for a while.

When identification meets the realm of political economy, it
becomes what Marx called “fetishism.” Early people worshiped
idols and special objects (fetishes), regarding them as having
their own powers and personalities. People in advanced
bourgeois society also treat objects as if they were alive and
powerful. On a theoretical level, economists describe “land”
and “capital” like living beings that confront “labor.” In our
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less than men for the same work. That much, at least, remains
the same today.

But there was another, and more fundamental role for
women, which applies to them as non-waged members of the
working class. The working class—as a class—is broader than
those who are immediately employed; it includes children,
the unemployed, the retired, and wives and mothers who
labor in the home. The wages paid for (mostly male) workers’
labor-power cover what they need to recuperate, to rest up and
be able to work another day. It fell, and still mostly falls, on
women as “homemakers” or “housewives” to see to it that the
men regain their strength. The price of the wage (the “family
wage”) also covers raising children, the new generation of
workers. This work also falls on the women, as does much
of the task of passing on the necessary social psychology to
the children through the family. In The Origin of the Family,
Private Property, and the State (1972), Engels describes this
reproductive work of women as being as much part of the
“base” of society as industrial production (as distinct from the
“superstructure”). He suggests that class society itself grew
out of the original oppression of women.

In other words, while women at home do not directly and im-
mediately create surplus value, they produce (reproduce) the
necessary labor power of their husbands, children, and them-
selves, which is essential if surplus value is to be produced.
The unwaged labor of women in the home is an essential part
of the overall production of capitalist society. The oppression
of women benefits men (as a collectivity), but also specifically
benefits the capitalist class in its drive to maintain and expand
capitalist production.

Women in upper-class families do not reproduce their
families’ labor power, since the bourgeoisie does not sell its
labor power for production. But the haute bourgeois family
is a center for maintaining and accumulating property, and
wives play a key—if subordinate—role in holding the families
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rope and North and South America. The bloodbath, led by the
church, but including state authorities, claimed that its victims
were members of a heretical sect, composed almost only
of women, which supposedly worshipped the devil. Special
tribunals were set up, methods of torture were standardized,
and witch-hunting manuals were published. The numbers of
women persecuted is unknown. Some estimates run into the
millions, but the best estimate is that, over three centuries,
about two hundred thousand were accused of witchcraft, of
whom a hundred thousand were killed (Federici 2004). It is im-
possible to know how many of these people were just women
someone disliked, how many were midwives or herbalists,
how many were practitioners of pre-Christian religions, and
how many (if any) were genuine worshippers of the devil.

What we do know is that the witch hunt was a prolonged
attack on half the population, mostly focused on poor women
in the cities and countryside. The campaign was part of gen-
eral misogynist sentiments promoted by the church and state.
In a society already undergoing alarming changes, it whipped
up hysteria and misdirected people’s fears and angers away
from the rich and toward other poor people (similar to the
rise in anti-Semitism at the time). It divided working people,
causing men to cling to male privileges even while their gen-
eral conditions were being undermined. It drove women out of
the traditional workforce, preparing them to become modern
“housewives” and part of the modern working class. This was
an essential part of the process of primitive accumulation.

The oppression of women, as specifically developed at the
origins of capitalism, continued and continues as capitalism
evolved. While Marx does not discuss the role of women in the
capitalist economy, it is implicit in his theory. Female waged
labor, like child labor, was common in British industry in the
nineteenth century. In Capital, Marx describes their actual con-
ditions in the factories and mines. He notes that they were paid
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everyday lives, we are surrounded by commodities with
human qualities—sexy cars, friendly software, revolutionary
dish soap, intelligent microwaves. Marx compares this to
the mysticism of religion. Commodities seem to exchange
and circulate themselves independent of us. Like an empty,
foreclosed house to the family evicted from it, an assembly
line to the worker sweating away at it, or a gold necklace
to the person wearing it, objects and machines seem more
real and vibrant, more important and in control, than human
beings. Marx’s critique, however, sees through this alienation
to the reality that it is people who are interacting with each
other, through their use of machines and objects, and not the
other way around. Under capitalism, human social relations
begin to appear as external “things” that “happen to” us, when
they are actually relationships among people, interactions
between workers and capitalists.

The Nature of Value

Commodities—objects produced for sale—have two aspects.
Each commodity is a specific object, a baseball, say, or a ham-
mer. It has a use and it was made in a specific way with specific
machines through a specific labor process. But each commodity
is also worth a certain amount of money. A number can be at-
tached to it, denoting its monetary value: $1, $10, or $1 million.
Every commodity is money-fiable. In Marxist terms, these two
aspects of a commodity are known as “use-value” and “value”
(or—combining the two—“exchange-value”).

The capitalist management of a business does not really care
much what the use-value of a commodity is. They are not nec-
essarily going to play with the baseballs or build with the ham-
mers they produce. Their only concern as capitalists is that
someone else finds the baseball or hammer useful and, there-
fore, is willing to buy it. Capitalists only want money. They
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produce baseballs and hammers in order to end up with more
money than they started out with when they hired workers
and bought machinery and rawmaterials. They seek to expand
the total value they have to accumulate ever more value, not
to increase society’s share of useful goods. As Marx writes of
the capitalists’ main drive, “Accumulate, accumulate! That is
Moses and the prophets!… Accumulation for accumulation’s
sake, production for production’s sake” (1906, 652). This is why
capitalists are willing to kill the last whales. When the whales
are gone, the capitalists will simply take their profits and in-
vest in something else, such as cutting down redwoods. The
commodities (and the raw materials they require) are more or
less interchangeable; the important thing is the profit they gen-
erate.

The question of how the value (and, therefore, price) of
a commodity is determined is absolutely central to Marx’s
economic theory. The process of answering it helps reveal
the inner workings of capitalist society. So, what is this thing
called “value,” this thing that all commodities have, which
makes them able to have a monetary value (price)? There
is something which is not money in itself, but that can be
expressed in money. Some claim that it is based directly on
generalized utility (use-value). However, air is the most useful
stuff around, and it has no price. In an attempt to get around
this problem, post-Marxist economists have developed the
theory of “marginal utility,” which tries to combine use-value
with a measurement of how much or how little a consumer
already has of a commodity (satiety and scarcity) and, thus,
how strong the demand for it might be.

Scarcity and satiety canmake a difference in the short run. In
1996, there was a suddenmass desire for a particular Christmas
gift: the Tickle Me Elmo doll. The manufacturers had not made
enough for the market, so the price shot up. But over time, see-
ing that there were not enough dolls for everyone who wanted
them, the manufacturers expanded production until they had
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concept of primitive accumulation, this describes the same pro-
cess.

This conception of primitive accumulation might seem to
contradict a class theory of the state. If the state is always an
agent of one class or another, then these initial tasks of capital
accumulation would require rule by capitalists. But capitalists
did not exist, or at least did not dominate the state, during the
late medieval-feudal period. However, both Marx and the anar-
chists reject a simplistic concept of history.They never claimed
that capitalism and its ruling class sprang fully grown out of
a suddenly dead feudalism. Rather, it slowly gathered strength
over centuries. There had been a gradual expansion of markets,
an increase in the use of money, the growth of a layer of mer-
chants andwealthy businesspeople, divisions among the feudal
aristocracy, and a growing state that strengthened itself by bal-
ancing among various class forces, including the nascent capi-
talists and the dying and/or changing aristocrats. Under these
conditions, protocapitalist forces were able to use aspects of
the state to forcefully help along the development of the new
economic system.

Women under Capitalism

Marx did not directly discuss the effects of primitive capital-
ist accumulation on gender. However, his concept of primitive
accumulation is directly relevant to understanding the history
of women—and the role of women is essential for understand-
ing the origins of capitalism. As with the enclosure of the com-
mons, women were forced from their traditional roles (and tra-
ditional sources of power) into new ones within the emerging
capitalist economy.

As feminist historians and specialists in religious and
medieval history have shown, the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries saw a widespread persecution of “witches” in Eu-
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while Native Americans faced genocide. European people
were settled on distant land once owned by others. The
Asian-Indian economy was destroyed by foreign imports,
even as natural resources (from gold to cotton) were robbed
from them.

Marx was aware of the interaction of class, nationality, and
race in the origins of capitalism. “The discovery of gold and sil-
ver in America, the extirpation, enslavement, and entombment
in mines of the aboriginal population, the beginning of the con-
quest and looting of the East Indies, the turning of Africa into
a warren for the commercial hunting of black-skins, signalized
the rosy dawn of the era of capitalist production. These idyllic
proceedings are the chief moments of primitive accumulation”
(823).

Marxists, and even Marx himself, have criticized anarchists
for supposedly underemphasizing the role of economic forces
and overemphasizing the power of the state. But when dis-
cussing primitive accumulation, Marx was quite clear about
the key role played by the state and other forms of organized
violence.While capitalismmay be said to have created themod-
ern state, the state may also be said to have created capitalism.
In Capital, Marx wrote of “the power of the state, the concen-
trated and organized force of society, to hasten, hothouse fash-
ion, the process of transformation of the feudal mode of pro-
duction into the capitalist mode…. Force is…itself an economic
power” (823–824).

The anarchist Peter Kropotkin writes of the same period,
“The role of the nascent state in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries in relation to the urban centers was to destroy the in-
dependence of the cities; to pillage the rich guilds of merchants
and artisans; to concentrate in its hands the… administration
of the guilds…. The same tactic was applied to the villages and
the peasants….The state…set about destroying the village com-
mune, ruining the peasants in its clutches and plundering the
common lands” (1987, 41). If not precisely the same as Marx’s
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matched demand (or went beyond it). This is the tendency of
capitalist production: to match supply to demand, overcoming
scarcity.

Of course, there are some things that remain scarce, no mat-
ter how much money is offered. There will be no more Rem-
brandts (although market pressure does inspire forgers). Paint-
ings are not a major part of the economy, but other things
may be. I will discuss monopoly later (both natural—as in the
Rembrandts—and artificial—as in diamonds which are deliber-
ately kept rare and therefore artificially costly).

However, even leaving aside the tendency for supply and
demand to balance themselves, the theory of marginal utility
has anothermajor drawback:The use-value of any object (aside
from something like air) is very subjective, enough so that it
makes a very poor indicator of anything. Even regarding food
and drink, which we all must have, people vary enormously in
their tastes. How then does a society develop a unified set of
prices for all objects?

For Marx, what commodities have in common is labor. Peo-
ple work to produce them and, in a sense, commodities can be
seen as condensed versions of the work that went into them.
This, in an admittedly simplified form, is what is known as the
“labor theory of value,” and it’s really the only way of calculat-
ing value and price (or beginning to do so) that makes sense. In
a nutshell, it means that commodities exchange at equal values
due to equal amounts of labor-time put into making them.

Marx himself never made an elaborate argument for his la-
bor theory of value. He did not have to. Almost every political
economist he read already used some version of a labor theory
of value (including Smith, Ricardo, and Proudhon). It was
common sense, especially because, unlike our semi-automated
present, the ratio of human labor to machines was heavily
weighted toward labor. It seemed intuitively obvious that
labor created wealth. In fact, the bourgeoisie used theories
of the centrality of human labor in producing value to attack
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their class enemies, the landlord-aristocracy, as unnecessary
parasites.

Once the capitalists became the ruling class, Marx, Proud-
hon, and others used the labor theory of value to attack them
as unnecessary parasites. At the same time, the ratio of machin-
ery to labor expanded hugely, helping to obscure labor’s role.
This allowed professional (bourgeois) economists to abandon
the labor theory of value. At first, as we have seen, they tried
“marginal utility.” When that proved inadequate, they mostly
gave up having any sort of value theory at all. They stuck to
the surface level of prices and ignored the issue of underlying
value. Practical businesspeople had never been very interested
in value theories anyway.

From Value to Price (Part 1): Labor, Living
and Dead

Value is the foundation of monetary price and labor is the
foundation of value. For this introduction, I am using “value”
and “exchange value” interchangeably (although Marx made
a distinction between “value” as the pure labor-time, and
“exchange value” as value with a use-value). Only human
beings can add value to a commodity through labor. While
it might seem as if a robot or baseball-making machine does
pretty much the same thing as a worker making balls by hand,
the machine doesn’t create value. The machine has value
and can pass on increments of its value, but that’s all. Let’s
say that a capitalist buys a baseball-making machine for his
factory and that the machine, over the course of its life, can
manufacture a million baseballs. With each baseball it makes,
the machine “uses up” a portion of its value—what we call
“depreciation” (the machine wears out bit by bit as it is used).
That depreciated value is passed onto the baseball (in our
oversimplified example, the value would be one-millionth
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slavement, robbery, murder, briefly force, play the great part”
(Marx 1906, 785).

In Capital, Marx called this time (which I will call an “epoch”
to leave room for several periods within it) a “pre-historic stage
of capitalism.” Borrowing from Ricardo, he described its nature
as one of “primitive accumulation” (in German, Ursprunglich,
which can just as well be translated as “primary,” “original,”
“initial,” or “unspoiled”). For capitalism to begin on a large scale,
even in only one country, it needed two things: the accumu-
lation of masses of wealth in the hands of a few people who
could invest it (capital), and secondly, “free” workers available
for work in factories and fields under capitalist discipline. This
created the capital/labor relationship.

In Europe, these two things were achieved through violence,
both legal and illegal. Starting in earnest in England in the
eighteenth century—but part of a pattern reaching back to the
sixteenth—a series of laws, known as “enclosure acts,” drove
peasants off the land by dismantling traditional land rights.
Lands once held communally and open to all people for grazing
livestock or mowing hay were fenced off to become the pri-
vate property of wealthy landowners. This was by no means
a natural process: Soldiers and private thugs burned villages
and forced people to abandon their main source of livelihood.
Once self-sufficient farmers were now forced to wander the
roads looking for ways to survive. Additional laws were passed
that ever further restricted people’s options, cut benefits to the
poor and unemployed, and inexorably pushed peasants toward
the capitalists’ factories and fields as the only way to live. Pre-
capitalist forms of wealth, such as land, goods, or even people,
were turned into commodities, wealth that could be bought and
sold on the market.

On a world scale, primitive accumulation meant that Eu-
ropean rulers seized entire continents and subcontinents—in
the Americas, India, other parts of Asia, Australia, and Africa.
Black people were forced into slavery far from their homes
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Chapter 3: Capitalism’s
Dramatic Entrance: Primitive
Accumulation

FOR Marx, capitalism has a beginning, a middle, and an end.
Let me start at the beginning.

According to the classical political economists, when they
dealt with the question at all, capitalism began with small busi-
nesses in the nooks and crannies of feudalism. These were arti-
sans and merchants. As this story goes, these businesses gradu-
ally mademoremoney for their owners—accumulated capital—
until they could afford to hire some employees. The first work-
ers were available to be hired because they had not been as
industrious as the original businesspeople. As in Aesop’s fable,
the workers were lazy grasshoppers, while the original capital-
ists were hard-working ants. Eventually, the capitalists became
rich enough to displace the feudal lords.

To begin with, this quaint story of capitalism’s “natural” evo-
lution overlooks the violent upheavals that paved the way to a
new economic system: the Cromwellian British revolution, the
US revolution, the French revolution, the South American and
Caribbean revolutions, and the failed 1848 European revolu-
tion. Still, some of the story is no doubt true. Some blacksmiths
and artisans did build up their original capital; somemerchants
who carried goods between widely separated markets decided
to directly invest in production here and there. However, this
misses early capitalism’s main dynamic: war upon the working
population. “In actual history, it is notorious that conquest, en-
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of the value of the machine). A machine can only transfer
portions of the value it already has (in theory, the capitalists
add the cost of the depreciation onto the price of each baseball,
save the results as a depreciation fund, and eventually use
the fund to buy a new machine when the old one has worn
out). And where did the baseball-making machine’s value
come from in the first place? From the labor of the men and
women who made the machine. No matter how automated a
production process appears, if you “follow the value,” you’ll
always find human labor at the end of the line, extracting
raw materials, transporting and transforming them, not to
mention continuously maintaining, repairing, and operating
the machines.

When capitalists invest in what is necessary to produce com-
modities, what they buy can be lumped into two categories.
First are the raw materials that will be worked up into the final
product, along with the tools and machines that will be used.
Then there is the labor power of the workers hired to make the
product.

The first category (materials and machinery) is known as
“constant capital,” because its value, however it is passed on,
remains constant. The value of the leather or other covering is
entirely passed along to the baseball. The same is true of the
fuel that is used up in running the machines. Machines and
tools don’t pass on their total value, since, as we’ve seen, they
are not used up in making each baseball (the capitalists will
add a cost to the price of the balls to create a fund for buying
newmachineswhen the old ones areworn out).The completely
used-up raw materials and fuel are called “circulating constant
capital.” The machines and tools are “fixed constant capital.”

But the second category, the labor of workers, is different.
Labor changes things. It adds value that did not exist before and
lays the basis for profitable production.Therefore it is “variable
capital.” Add constant and variable capital together and you get
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the “cost of production,” a necessary factor in determining a
commodity’s price.

However, when determining the value of a commodity (the
basis of its price), we need to step back and look at the big pic-
ture. What matters is not how much labor actually went into
making a specific object, but how much socially necessary la-
bor went into it. Labor is mostly measured in time: the time it
takes to make something. A factory with obsolete machinery
will take more labor time to make a commodity than a plant
with up-to-date machinery. One might expect that the com-
modities made the old-fashioned way, with more labor, would
have higher prices. But customers usually will only buy com-
modities at the cheaper price (the ones made more efficiently).
Therefore, if the capitalists with the old machines want people
to buy their goods, they will have to sell at the new, lower price
too. So, in general, most of the commodities will sell accord-
ing to the average socially necessary labor incorporated into
the average product on the market. The extra labor expended
by using the old methods of production will be wasted. Simi-
larly, if more of a specific commodity are produced by all the
capitalists than there is a demand for in the market, then the
labor that went into producing the extra commodities has been
wasted. This lowers the value of the commodities (and lowers
the prices, due to lesser demand).

While commodities made with new methods, using less la-
bor, tend to be cheaper this can sometimes be hidden by other
factors. For instance, the (temporary) monopoly held by more
advanced producers might let them jack up their prices. But
this will eventually be offset as other producers get the same
new machinery.

The labor that goes into a product has a dual aspect. One
is the “concrete labor” of a specific worker making a specific
object, with its specific uses (its use value). The other is better
seen as “abstract labor.” It is a fraction of the total labor used
in the whole society, an abstraction that, in turn, allows labor
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way down. This creates a long-term trend toward a lower rate
of profit, even though it is repeatedly counteracted by modify-
ing factors. The trend shows itself in an eventual decline in the
rate of accumulation (growth of capital) over time.
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to be translated into an exchange value (expressed in money)
that corresponds with all the other exchange values. There is a
tendency for all labor to be turned into abstract labor by mod-
ern capitalist industry, as it de-skills individual jobs. The trend
of capitalism is for every commodity to be made, not by one
craftsperson at a bench, but by the labor of a large number
of people, in a sense by the whole society. It is impossible to
really say exactly how much each individual worker adds to
a product that has gone through a whole factory, beginning
with the raw materials worked up by masses of other workers.
Each commodity really represents a fraction of the total labor
of the collective workers of society. What really matters to the
capitalists is their firm’s total wage bill and the total amount
of time it takes to make their products.

The Most Peculiar Commodity

Before going further in understanding the relation of value
and price, let us look at the unusual commodity that is at the
heart of capitalist production: “labor power.” Labor power is the
ability of the worker to work, and it is a commodity because
the worker must sell it to a capitalist. Labor itself, the actual
swinging of hammers or washing of dishes, is not a commodity,
because it is a process. The commodity that capitalists buy is
the workers’ ability to work, to use their hands and muscles,
their brains and nerves, in the service of capital. They buy the
capacity towork, not thework itself. Labor power is an unusual
commodity. It is attached, so to speak, to human beings with
minds and consciousness, which they must subordinate to the
production process. It alone expends human labor, which is the
only way of creating new value.

How do we determine the value of this unusual commodity?
Following the law of value, its worth (expressed monetarily
in wages or salaries) is based on the amount of socially nec-
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essary labor that goes into producing it, what it costs to “re-
produce” workers every day so that they are able to show up
at work. Classical political economists expected capitalism to
drive downworkers’ wages to a biological minimum, whatever
rock-bottom standard is necessary to just keep workers alive
and able to breed a new generation of workers.

Of course, as Marx pointed out, there are also cultural, his-
torical, and “moral,” factors that capitalists must take into con-
sideration. On the one hand, modern industry requires a level
of education and culture that was unnecessary when capital-
ism began. On the other, working people in each society are
used to a certain level of food, clothing, shelter, medical care,
culture, and entertainment—a standard of living. This is based
on their country’s history, which includes past struggles to pre-
vent themselves from being driven down to a biological mini-
mum. The value of labor-power as a commodity is not some-
thing that is just imposed on the workers by the capitalists but
is the result of an interaction, a two-sided struggle.

Some workers are much more skilled than others, usually
workers who have had years of training. This includes skilled
blue-collar workers, but also many white-collar “professionals”
(teachers, engineers, etc.) who, like other workers, labor col-
lectively for bosses who give them orders. Marx says that the
economy treats the value of their labor power as worth several
times that of the general value of unskilled labor power, due
to their training. The fact that their labor is worth more adds
more value to the product. In practice though, the collective
labor process and the total labor market smooths out these dif-
ferences in wages and salaries; what is significant to the own-
ers of each capitalist enterprise is their total wage bill. This is
a major part of their total costs and, therefore, of the eventual
price they will charge for their commodities (and therefore for
each commodity). As I will discuss later, the functioning of a
capitalist society depends on its total production of value (in-
cluding “surplus value”) in all its enterprises, and this depends
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This trend makes it possible for workers in a more indus-
trialized country, with a higher standard of living, to be just
as exploited as workers in a poorer country; that is, they may
have a higher standard of living but still get the same low pro-
portion of the values they produce. Whether this is so needs to
determined by examining more than their standard of living,
which can hide what is really going on.

Capitalist firms get larger and larger, more and more con-
centrated. This does not directly counteract the fall of the rate
of profit. But it does produce larger amounts of surplus value
in one place. This goes a long way toward counteracting the
immediate effects of the falling rate. On the other hand, the
larger enterprises get, the more capital is needed for investing
in them, which a falling rate of profit makes it harder to ac-
quire.

The tendency of the falling rate of profit is a major factor in
the business cycle, behind disproportionality and overproduc-
tion. Historically, the biggest countertendency to the falling
rate of profit is the inevitable downturn phase of the cycle,
which restores capitalism to profitability. So the system lurches
forward.

Do all these counteracting effects compensate for the falling
rate of profit enough that, over the long run, it is no longer a
threat? No. Over time, the organic composition of capital (in-
cluding the value composition) slowly increases, despite every
counteracting tendency. John Henry may have used a sledge
hammer, but he was beaten by the steam drill, which has since
been replaced by evenmore powerful equipment. Shovels have
been replaced by earth-movingmachines as big as houses. Steel
puddling has been replaced by almost fully automated factories.
Horses gave way to trucks, railroads, and airplanes. Paper and
pencils to computers. True, the difference in value between a
shovel and an earth-movingmachinemay be less than their dif-
ference in weight. Yet the tractor does cost muchmore. And the
number of workers needed to dig the same size hole has gone
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The business cycle, particularly the downturn, mobilizes these
counteracting tendencies and restores profitability.

One such countertendency is the fact that the rate of
turnover, from investment to the sale of products to rein-
vestment, varies from industry to industry. In itself, this may
cause disproportionality. But the more rapid the turnover, the
higher the rate of profit.

Imperialism, in its various forms, also increases profits. It
brings in commodities from poorer countries with lower costs
(especially lower wages but also cheaper raw materials) and
bigger profits than can be produced at home.

However, the main counteracting tendencies involve the
very expanded productivity that (due to the increased organic
composition of capital) causes the rate of profit to fall in
the first place. Expanded productivity makes cheaper (less
valuable) commodities. If this becomes widespread, then
the constant capital bought by the industrial capitalist (the
machines and materials) also becomes cheaper. If the capitalist
makes the same profits as before, they are now in ratio to
cheaper investment costs, therefore the rate of profit goes up.

The same is even more true for the other costs of the
industrial capitalist, the workers’ wages. As productivity
increases in general, the goods that workers buy to maintain
and reproduce themselves become cheaper. The food, clothing,
healthcare, shelter, entertainment, and education that make
up the cost of the commodity of labor power, all cost less labor
to make (cost less value). It is now possible to lower wages
and still—for a time—maintain workers’ standard of living.
The use-value of the goods they earn remains the same—or
even increases—while the exchange value of their pay goes
down. (This lowering of pay may be done by directly cutting it
or—less provocative to the workers—by inflation.) So surplus
value increases, without necessarily immediately lowering the
standard of living of the workers.
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on the collective labor of all its workers—whatever their levels
of skill.

Capitalists usually regard the workers’ standard of living as
“too high” (that is, too costly in wages and in taxes for pub-
lic services). The capitalists would like to lower the working
class’s standard of living, to redefine the value of the commod-
ity labor power and thus increase their own profits. But the
bossesmust be careful not to attackworkers too directly, which
might provoke resistance. But when the economy hits a crisis,
the capitalist class may feel it is necessary to attack the living
conditions of the working class, that is, to lower labor power’s
value—if they can.

An intensified attack on the value of the workers’ labor
power has been going on in the United States and other
industrialized countries for several decades now. As we have
seen more and more lately, when it cannot be done through
peaceful, “democratic,” means, the capitalists may eventually
turn to state repression in order to attack the workers’ stan-
dard of living. And, if the workers resist, this will deepen the
economic and political crisis.

Freedom and Equality under Capitalism

Unlike previous toilers, modern workers are “free” in some
ways. Certainly, they are not owned by a master or lord; they
are not slaves. Unfortunately, many other aspects of capitalist
“freedom” are a bit more dubious.

On the surface, in the labor market, workers meet capitalists
as apparent equals. Capitalists sell their commodities (goods
and services) to the workers, who buy them with money.
Similarly, workers sell their commodity (labor power) to the
capitalists, who pay them money. Superficially, profits are
not gained through exploitation, but by an apparently equal
exchange. This formal equality corresponds with the formal
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equality of bourgeois democracy, where each citizen gets one
vote in elections, regardless of race, religion, country of origin,
or gender. Dig a little deeper, however, and things get more
complicated. Discussing capitalist “freedom,” Anatole France
wrote in 1894, “the law, in its majestic equality, forbids the
rich as well as the poor to sleep under bridges, to beg in the
streets, and to steal bread.”

Workers are also “free” in the sense that they don’t own
the machines, factories, offices, tools, raw materials, and land
needed to do their jobs (the “means of production”). They are
“free” to sell their labor power to the capitalists who do own
all those things, but if they refuse to do so, they and their fami-
lies are “free” to starve, or at least to be driven to the wretched
bottom of society. Capitalists control a crucial part of the pro-
duction process and, under capitalism, workers must play by
their rules in order to live. They have the freedom to choose
which boss will exploit them—and sometimes not even that.

Once workers enter the workplace, even their formal
equality is gone. Now the capitalists (or their managers) are
in charge, giving orders, and the workers become subordinate,
following orders. Whether or not workers can vote in govern-
ment elections every few years, once inside the workplace—for
most of their waking lives—they live under despotism. They
can be fired at any time for almost any reason. Only the
few who belong to unions have some limited rights—and
it’s important to remember that unions only exist because
workers fought for them, not as a result of any bourgeois
interest in equality.

Once again, Marx’s critique of political economy looks be-
hind the surface of equality and democracy to the reality of
capitalist despotism—and to the reality of the workers’ daily
struggle against that despotism.
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easier by the split in the economy between the actual com-
modities, the factories, and other things that embody value be-
cause they are made by people (the productive base of the econ-
omy, which bourgeois economists call the “real economy”), and
the pieces of paper that denote wealth and the ownership of
those things (the “paper” or “virtual” economy). Stock certifi-
cates provide capitalists with claims on surplus value. They
are bought and sold with little relationship to the actual work-
places and work processes where value is created. In Marx’s
terms, these are “fictitious capital.” We’ll discuss this in more
detail in the next chapter.

Finally there is a crash. And a good thing too.The recessions
are essential for the profitability of the capitalist economy.
Weak companies, with old-fashioned technology, go bankrupt.
Their technology is either to be junked or bought-up cheaply
by better-run companies. Machinery in general becomes
cheaper during the downturn. So does labor power. More
people are unemployed; workers will be forced to accept lower
pay. “Overproduced” goods are sold off (or destroyed). Debts
and speculations are wiped out in bankruptcies. Stronger
companies buy up resources from weaker ones, creating
larger corporations. All these factors clear the way for a more
profitable economy.

And, so, there will be a new upturn, moving toward a new
period of prosperity. The collapse of the crisis was essential
for clearing out the deadwood and preparing for the new and
bigger upturn.

Countertendencies to the Falling Rate of
Profit

There are countertendencies to the tendency of the rate of
profit to fall, some of which we’ll revisit in the chapters ahead.
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out labor.This creates a pool of unemployed workers, a surplus
population that Marx calls “the reserve army of labor.”

That reserve army may increase and or decrease, but it is
always there, part of the basic logic of capitalism. Some are im-
mediately available forwork (members of the “floating” reserve
army of labor). Others are busy elsewhere but can be called
upon if more workers are needed (referred to as the “latent”
reserve army). This includes poor peasants and also women
homemakers. Women may be attracted (or forced) into the la-
bor force when there is a shortage of (mostly low-paying) la-
bor. But most can be pressured back into the families when no
longer “needed.” At least that has been the history so far. And
some people are simply mired in poverty and long-time un-
employment: the “stagnant” reserve army. So capitalism has a
long-range trend to increase the organic composition of capi-
tal, resulting in both a tendency toward a falling rate of profit
and a pool of unemployed workers.

Healthy Recessions

The rate of profit affects the business cycle. As the economy
expands after a downturn, the rate of profit first goes up. But
once the cycle reaches its peak, the rate goes down. New ma-
chinery increases the organic composition of capital overall,
which causes the rate of profit to decline. Shortages of workers
temporarily increase as production expands, as do bottlenecks
caused by a lack of skilled workers, and capitalists have to raise
the pay of at least part of the working class. Workers are more
likely to strike for better wages and conditions, and the capi-
talists are more willing to give in. This too lowers the rate of
profit.

To keep their profits coming in, capitalists borrow money
from banks and from each other. Debts pile up. They speculate,
invest in shaky schemes, and buy into “bubbles.” This is made
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From Value to Price (Part 2): Surplus Value
and Profit

Returning to the relation of price to underlying value: My
next step is to discuss the nature of profit and where it comes
from.

It is common to see profit as resulting from the process of
selling or “circulation.” Each capitalist tries to buy needed ma-
terials cheap and to sell finished commodities dear—at as high
a rate as the market will bear. So profits seem to come from
selling commodities above their values. This may be true in a
limited sense, for individual firms, but it cannot explain how it
works on a societal level for the whole capitalist class. That is
because, for each capitalist who sells a product at a price above
its value, there is someone else (a consumer or another capital-
ist) who is losing money by paying extra for it. This includes
the same capitalist who buys needed materials to make this
product in the first place. Everyone cannot sell commodities
at a higher-than-justified level. The result would be inflation
of overall prices, but not the creation of profit. All of which
suggests we must look for the origins of profit in the field of
production, not circulation.

When bourgeois economists, and even many non-Marxist
radical economists, try to explain profit in terms of production,
they offer a seemingly obvious answer: profits come from the
expansion of production. The idea here is that combining land,
labor, and capital produces more commodities than previously
existed. That “more” is the profit. Once again, though, this the-
ory does not hold up very well.

Suppose the workers in a factory produce a hundred base-
balls in five hours, but then new machinery lets them produce
two hundred baseballs in the same amount of time. Does this
create a profit of one hundred extra baseballs (a 100 percent
rate of profit)? Not really. It does create more use-values, be-
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cause there are more baseballs for people to use. But the capi-
talist owners are not interested in creating more useful things
for people. They want more exchange value (in the form of
money). If twice the number of baseballs are now produced in
the same time, each baseball will be cheaper than before, per-
haps 50 percent cheaper. Ignoring the costs of the raw mate-
rial, one hundred baseballs used to be worth five hours of labor,
now two hundred baseballs are worth five hours of labor.There
are more things and more utility but not more exchange value.
Without an increase in exchange value, there is no increase in
total value and therefore no profit (how “extra baseballs” does
increase profits in a roundabout way will be discussed).

For Marx, profit, like monetary price, is based on labor time.
Workers toil for an agreed-upon amount of time, let’s say eight
hours a day, at an agreed-upon wage, let’s say ten dollars an
hour, or eighty dollars a day. At a certain point during their
work day, they will have produced commodities with enough
value to pay for their wages. They have produced (after, say,
two hours) eighty dollars worth of baseballs, a figure equal to
the value of their labor power for the day—the amount needed
for their families’ food, clothing, shelter, education, and cul-
tural needs.That two hours was the “necessary labor.” But they
do not stop working after two hours. They continue to work,
with a break for lunch, for a total of eight hours. Those final six
hours are unpaid. They are “surplus labor.”They are work done
for free, just as slaves or serfs did free work for their lords. The
extra labor produces extra value, described as “surplus value.”

From this surplus value, created by the unpaid labor of the
workers, comes the profits of the investors in an industrial en-
terprise, the profits of retail merchants, the loan interest col-
lected by banks, the rent to landowners, advertising fees, taxes
paid to the government, etc.This surplus value from all the cap-
italist enterprises supplies the income of the entire capitalist
class, and its hangers-on. The capitalists use it for buying luxu-
ries, butmostly for reinvesting in industry—to expand constant
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While this individual factory makes a larger profit, it actu-
ally contributes a smaller proportion of surplus value to soci-
ety’s pool than before. Profit is nothing but the unpaid labor of
the workers. The purpose of machinery is to displace labor, to
use less labor to make more things. Factory owners may have
more surplus value because they hire more workers, but they
have bought even more machines, so the ratio of surplus value
to the total investment goes down. And when the whole indus-
try adopts the new technology, the whole industry will be pro-
ducing a lower ratio of surplus value. When most of an econ-
omy has adopted similar new technology, society’s total ratio
of surplus value will decrease. The total amount invested will
increase, but the total amount of surplus value will not increase
proportionally. The total mass of surplus value may have in-
creased or decreased, according to the number of workers em-
ployed, but its ratio to the total invested decreases. Which is to
say that the profit rate will decrease.

(To introduce a bitmoreMarxist terminology:The basic ratio
between machinery/materials and workers is called the “tech-
nical composition.” If we measure the two sides of that ratio by
their values—how much each costs, in money or labor-time—
this is the “value composition.” Put both together and you get
the “organic composition.”Themore machinery, the higher the
organic composition—the lower the rate of profit produced.)

Classical political economists had noticed the falling rate of
profit before Marx, but had no good explanation for it. In the
Grundrisse (Marx’s original notes for what became Capital), he
said that the law (or tendency) of the rate of profit to fall “was
the most important of political economy” (quoted in Mattick
1978, 191). Given the importanceMarx placed on the concept, it
is sometimes surprising how many Marxists, past and present,
ignore or reject it. For instance, one reason the concept is so
crucial is the light it sheds on unemployment in our society.
The whole point of increasing machinery in production is to
decrease the amount of labor used. Higher productivity forces
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willing to increase their pay. This will expand the consumer
market. Meanwhile, in order to expand, they will be more will-
ing to buy materials and machines from each other. Higher
profits prevent overaccumulation and underconsumption. Sim-
ilarly, higher profits counter disproportionalities. It greases the
wheels. With more profits, things go smoother and match up
better. Conversely, lower profits have the opposite effect, in-
creasing overproduction and disproportionality. There seems
to be “too much” of some commodities only because there is
“too little,” namely too little surplus value has been produced.

The Tendency of the Rate of Profit to Fall

Each capitalist firm seeks to raise its profits by using the
most modern technology, the most productive methods. This
means investing inmore and bettermachinery, in order to raise
each worker’s productivity. They may hire more workers as
they expand, but they will buy even more machinery, and raw
material to go through it. The expansion of constant capital is
actually an attack on the working class, an effort to (relatively)
decrease capitalists’ reliance on the workers.

As a result, a company’s workers will producemore goods in
the same amount of time, each good cheaper than the competi-
tor’s version. The owners of the factory can flood the market
with their cheaper goods—although they may charge a higher
mark-up (profit) than their competitors. They will win a larger
market share and make a bigger profit, which is the whole
point: their greater investment gets them a larger share of the
total surplus value produced by all the capitalist firms. Even-
tually, competitors will catch up with them by also installing
new machinery. Or the competitors will go bankrupt. Either
way, the original initiators will have established a new normal
for productivity levels in the industry.
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and variable capital for the next cycle of production, which will
create more surplus value, and more profit. This is the accumu-
lation of capital.

There are two basic ways capitalists can increase the amount
of surplus value they pump out of the workers. One way, called
“absolute surplus value,” is to increase the length of the work-
ing day. Since “necessary labor” (what is necessary to pay for
the value of the commodity labor power) stays the same, the
amount of surplus value will increase. This method was used
mostly in the beginning of industrial capitalism. Workers, in-
cluding child laborers, worked twelve or fourteen, or more,
hours a day. One problem with this approach is that it tended
to physically weaken the working class, because they were, in
effect, being paid less than the biological minimum. This, of
course, threatened to undermine the whole system. Nonethe-
less, this method is still used, in factories in Asia and elsewhere,
and even in the United States, through compulsory overtime in
many industries.

The other method produces “relative surplus value.”Without
lowering the amount the workers are paid, capitalists decrease
the amount of time workers spend producing their wage-
equivalent (the necessary labor). This can be done by speeding
up the assembly line, by time-and-motion studies (Taylorism),
by increased productivity through better machinery, or in
other ways.

There are limits to both methods. The main one is that the
day is limited; even Superman cannot work more than twenty-
four hours in a day. Lesser mortals reach their biological limits,
from lengthened days or from speed-up, well before that.These
limits push the working class to fight to defend its needs, to
resist its exploitation, even as it has to accept the basic social
relations of capitalism.

And what does this have to do with price? The price we pay
for a baseball, like the value of any commodity, is equal to the
cost of constant capital (whose value was created by past labor
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and is now passed on incrementally to the finished product)
plus variable capital (new value created by labor and paid for)
plus surplus value (new value created by labor but not paid for).
This is true for the individual commodity and for the mass of
commodities, for one baseball or thousands.

From Value to Price (Part 3): Price of
Production

However, this creates a conceptual problem. The ratio of ex-
ploitation is the ratio of surplus value to variable capital (un-
paid labor to paid labor). Capitalists definitely care about this;
they want to get as much labor out of the workers as possible.
But what they are most concerned with is the ratio of surplus
value to their total investment, which is constant capital plus
variable capital (i.e. the cost of production). They do not care,
nor are they even aware, that only living labor (variable capital)
can create surplus value. They are only looking at their bottom
line.

Imagine two factories with the same number of workers (liv-
ing labor) working the same hours at the same rate of pay.They
have the same rate of exploitation, of surplus value to variable
capital. The two factories will produce the same amount of sur-
plus value. Will the capitalist owners receive the same profits?
Not necessarily. Suppose the two factories produce two differ-
ent commodities, requiring different machinery and raw mate-
rials. Therefore each has a different amount of constant capital
(dead labor). Perhaps, one has a lot, one has a little. Here “profit”
is surplus value as a proportion of the total cost of production.
The capitalist with the large amount of constant capital will
have a lower total profit than the one with the lesser amount
of constant capital, even though the rate of exploitation is the
same in each factory.
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capitalists, they will only be returning the money that the cap-
italists paid them in the first place. This will keep the wheels
turning for a while, but it does not provide an extra penny of
profit to the capitalist class—no matter how high the workers’
wages.

Another, related, model incorporates these views, but takes
them in a somewhat different direction. It is called “dispropor-
tionality.” The capitalist system is a very complex system. To
work, the different parts have to match up with each other. Not
only must consumer goods production match the consumer
market, but each commodity must match with its need. Every-
thing has to happen to the right degree in the right order at
the right time: raw materials, production of machinery, use of
machinery, the right numbers of everything, the right amount
of money for the different capitalists to buy the right product
at each stage of production, the right workers in the right num-
bers with the right skills at the right wages, the right distribu-
tion of commodities, the right amount of credit, and so on. Each
commodity has both a use-value and a value, so each must fit
into the complex process at the right time and in the right place.
All this must happen despite the fact that there is no overall
plan, just a number of competing capitalist firms. While the
bourgeois economists speak of the market as a smoothly run-
ning mechanism, in fact it lurches forward with herky-jerky
motions.Of course, it produces ups and downs, prosperities and
recessions.

There is much truth in each of these models of capitalist eco-
nomic cycles. Certainly, if capitalists cannot sell what they pro-
duce (“realize” their surplus value), then there is a depression.
But these concepts leave out what needs to be at the center
of any analysis of capitalism: how profit is created in the first
place (that is, how labor is exploited).This is what drives all cap-
italist production, what it is all about, and it makes all the differ-
ence. If the production of profit is very high, then the capitalists
will expand, hiring more workers and being (relatively) more
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here is that, in their drive to expand, competing capitalists put
more money into constant capital than into variable capital.
They are constantly seeking to expand labor productivity,
which means more machines and materials, and proportion-
ally fewer workers (the number of workers may increase,
but not as fast as the amount of machinery). Also, capitalists
try to increase surplus value, which requires holding down
workers’ pay. Even in times of prosperity, when capitalists are
relatively more willing to increase workers’ pay, they are still
reluctant to do so. As a result, production of consumer goods
expands faster than the wages of the workers, production
outstrips consumption. And if the consumer goods-producing
capitalists (what Marx calls “Department II” of the economy)
cannot sell their goods, they will no longer buy from the
machinery-producing capitalists (“Department I”), who now
also cannot sell their products. If goods cannot be sold, then
their values cannot be “realized,” and periodically things head
toward a crash.

To use economist-speak, the problem highlighted by the
overproduction (overaccumulation or sophisticated undercon-
sumption) model is a lack of “effective demand” or “aggregate
demand.” For demand to be “effective,” it is not enough that
people want something, such as food: They have to have the
money to buy it. (“Effective demand” is central to the analysis
of liberal Keynsianism, and overproductionism leads to a
rapprochement between a version of Marxism and Keynes’s
school of bourgeois economics.) This analysis leads to liberal
proposals to try to solve downturns by raising workers’ wages
so they can buy more commodities and prosperity will return.

Certainly, if workers are unemployed or paid low wages,
they cannot buy many consumer goods and this is bad for the
capitalist economy. But the reverse, that high wages will cause
prosperity, is only true in a limited sense. Workers get their
wages and salaries from the capitalists who hire them. If all
the workers spend all their income to buy goods sold by the
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However, in reality, industrial capitalists do not get smaller
profits because they buy more efficient, productive machinery,
which permits them to hire fewer workers. If they did, capi-
talists would not innovate by investing in better equipment.
There would be no accumulation. The rate of profit does not
seem to be (directly) controlled by the amount of labor used in
production. Does this disprove the labor theory of value?

Marx solves this dilemma, once again, by stepping back to
look at the big, societal, picture. Industrial production that gets
high rates of profit (because of extra surplus value or any other
reason) attracts other capitalists. These new capitalists invest
in the profitable industry and expand production of its com-
modities. This competition drives down prices and therefore
drives down profits. Eventually the profits are no longer espe-
cially high; they are about the level of the society’s average
rate of profit. The same thing, in reverse, happens in industries
that have especially low rates of profit (due to large amounts of
constant capital or any other reason). Capitalists will withdraw
from that industry, or they will just produce less. With fewer
commodities being available to the market, the price will go up
and so will the rate of profit per item. Eventually its profit rate
will also be approximately at the average rate of profit.

Theway it works out, it is as though all the surplus value pro-
duced in society is pooled together and each capitalist producer
gets to share in it, not according to their number of workers but
according to their amount of invested capital. Marx calls this
de facto sharing “capitalist communism.” There is an average
rate of profit, which is the ratio of the total surplus value of a
society to the total invested capital of society.

So, we can now reconceptualize the value of a commodity as
the “price of production.”This includes the “cost of production”
(variable capital plus constant capital) plus an average profit.
Actual prices fluctuate due to the multiple pressures of sup-
ply and demand in the market, but they fluctuate around the
price of production. Capitalists will not sell commodities for
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less than they cost to make, (constant + variable capital) nor
below the average rate of profit (at least not for long!). And
selling them above the average rate of profit only attracts oth-
ers to compete by underselling through lower prices.

While focusing on production, Marx’s theory does not deny
the significance of subjective demand, which is central to the
bourgeois economic theories. First, Marx says that capitalists
will not produce commodities unless they believe that there is
a market (demand) for them, that is, that the commodities have
use-value for someone with money to buy them. Second, Marx
says that the labor used to make more commodities than there
is a demand for (in the marketplace as a whole) is wasted and
does not add to the value of the commodities.Third, the surface
prices are assumed to fluctuate around the price of production,
the fluctuation itself being due to rises and falls in supply and
demand.

One other major factor may influence prices. This is
monopoly. If one firm dominates an industry, for whatever
reason, or if a few firms do, they can set prices and not
worry about competitors selling at lower prices (in bourgeois
economic terms, they are “price makers” rather than “price
takers”). They can sell above the average rate of profit, taking
an extra large share of the total capitalist class’s surplus value
(resulting in less profit for the smaller, competitive, firms).
There are limits to this also; I will discuss monopoly in a later
chapter. (Land ownership is also a form of monopoly. Marx
has a discussion of ground rent, which I am not going to cover
in this work.)

Now I have presented a simplified version of Marx’s concept
of how values get to be expressed as prices and how surplus
value gets to be expressed as profits. And, in the process, Marx
has revealed some of the inner workings of capitalist society,
how the logic of the capitalist production process has specific
social and political effects, including exploitation, inequality,
authoritarianism, and most importantly, class struggle.
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reduce their downturns to insignificance. Too bad this has not
worked out so well.

Marx was far ahead of his time in recognizing the reality of
repeated business cycles and their resulting crises. He never
wrote a full theory of the business cycle in a single study, but
his thoughts about it are apparent, especially in his discussion
of capital accumulation. However his lack of one concentrated
and complete statement has led Marxists to propose various
theories of cycles and their crashes.

Cycles and Crashes

One of the most widespread misunderstandings of the cap-
italist cycle is held by people who know only a little about
Marxist economics. In its simplest form, it is known as “un-
derconsumptionism,” and its main point is that crashes hap-
pen because workers produce more than they can buy back. In
other words, the consumer market cannot absorb what’s been
produced, capitalists cannot sell all their commodities, and this
supposedly causes the system to collapse.

The problem with this view, though, is that workers always
produce more than they can buy back, even in the “healthiest”
capitalist economy. The value of the products they make is the
sum of variable capital plus constant capital plus an average
profit (from surplus value). Workers can only spend the sum
of their wages (i.e. variable capital). They can never buy back
the constant or surplus values. If they had to, then capitalism
would not merely have downturns, it would not work at all.

Simple “underconsumptionism” is not so much a model of
the business cycle but a crude intuition. A more sophisticated
view is the model known as “overproduction” (or “overaccu-
mulation”). It makes a similar argument from the perspective
of production rather than consumption. Unlike the simple un-
derconsumptionist view, this predicts periodic crises. The idea
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Chapter 2: Cycles,
Recessions, and the Falling
Rate of Profit

ANY honest appraisal of capitalism must admit that it is
an economic system defined by repeated cycles of crashes
and recoveries, from deep downturns, through increased
productivity and relative prosperity, to the next precipitous
plunge. Of course, classical political economists of Marx’s
time, and earlier, denied the inevitability of business cycles
and their crashes. The capitalist market, they held, was so
efficient that it balanced what came into it and what came
out, production and consumption, buying and selling, in a
smoothly functioning process. There might be momentary,
localized, disharmonies in one industry or another, but no
overall crashes. When things went wrong, it must be due to
extra-economic factors: bad weather, wars, or government
intervention in the market, which, supposedly, was always a
bad idea.

Yet there have been cycles for as long as capitalism has been
around. These downturns were called “crashes” or “panics” un-
til the nicer term “depression” was found. After the ten-year
Great Depression of the 1930s, the milder-sounding “recession”
was preferred. Today’s economists do not have much of a the-
oretical understanding of them. But they believe that, with the
use of governmental monetarymanipulation, tax changes, and/
or government spending, it is possible to modify the cycles, to
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Anti-Marxist economists focus on the relation between
value and price as a central problem. They call this the
“transformation problem,” although Marx does not actually
see labor-time values as being “transformed” into monetary
prices. Rather he presents price and labor-time as two ways
of expressing value. The “price of production” is how the
market reorganizes commodities’ labor-time values due to
the pressures of competition, not the abolition of their values.
As this is an introductory text, I am not going to review the
attacks on Marx’s value theory and the Marxist responses
(see Kliman 2007). Marx was not really interested in specific
prices. He held that the total of all society’s values, measured
by socially-necessary labor time, was equal to the total of
society’s prices (a concept somewhat similar to the “Gross
Domestic Product”). As mentioned, he held that the total of
the surplus value was equal to the total of all profits, and that
this could be used to find the average rate of profit. These were
his key concepts.

For Marx, the essential, defining, concept of capitalism is not
competition, private property, nor stocks-and-bonds. It is the
capital/labor relationship. On the one hand capital is driven (by
class conflict and by competition) to expand and grow, to accu-
mulate ever more value. He defines “capital” as “self-expanding
value.” If a company does not continually expand, it will eventu-
ally be beaten by its competitors and go broke; if the capitalist
class as a whole does not keep expanding, it loses domination
over the proletariat. Capital is represented by its agents, the
bourgeoisie and their managers.

On the other hand is the proletariat, those who have nothing
but their ability to work, with muscle and brain. They sell their
labor-power to the agents of capital, who proceed to pump sur-
plus value out of them byworking them as hard as possible and
paying them as little as possible. This is a relationship; with-
out capitalists there are no proletarians; without such modern
workers, there are no capitalists.
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(To clarify a point: when Marx wrote about classes, such as
the proletariat, he meant it as a whole slice of the population.
That is, the proletariat as a class was not just employed wage
workers, but also their dependents, such as children and
women who are full-time homemakers, also retired workers,
not to mention unemployed workers. Similarly, the bour-
geoisie was not only those who personally own stocks, but
also their families. Capitalism is a relation between classes. In
a total sense, one class lives from the labor of another whole
class.)

Money

Value, when expressed as price, requires the existence of
money. Money is both a measure of value and a store of value.
Originally, humans used only valuable things for money: cat-
tle, or belts of shells (wampum). After a long history, they set-
tled on gold and silver. These are rare metals found and dug
up by labor. They had original use-values in that they were
used for decorations. They last indefinitely, without rusting.
They are easily divided into small units and easily merged back
into larger ones. Small units may represent a lot of value. Gov-
ernments produced official coins, backing their value with the
power of the sword.

In pre-capitalist societies, money was peripheral, as were
commodities in general. Most objects were made for family use
or for neighbors. Only a few commodities were sold on a mar-
ket. But in order to live under capitalism, we rely on acquiring
commodities for everything, from everyone, throughout the
world. Now money is an essential intermediary, the “univer-
sal equivalent,” which holds all of society together in a “cash
nexus.”

As capitalism developed, it became inconvenient for mer-
chants to lug around large quantities of metal. Banks were cre-
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ated to hold the gold. They provided banknotes that could be
circulated and then turned in for hard money when desired.
These notes were “as good as gold.” Today—to simplify a long,
complex history—the state issues fiat money: that is, symbolic,
nominal, unbacked paper money. It is supported by nothing
but the confidence people have in the health of the economy.
Unlike gold (or cattle), it has only a “fictitious value,” but no
intrinsic value.
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they will sell out the struggle for fear of the working class. The
workers should organize independently of the bourgeoisie,
even of its most liberal wing. They should push to go all the
way, to workers’ rule and the beginning of socialism, as the
only way to achieve even the limited claims of bourgeois
democracy: They concluded, “Their battle-cry must be: The
Permanent Revolution” (Marx 1973, 330).

By “permanent,” they meant “uninterrupted,” “going all the
way,” “not stopping at any stage.” Only a total revolution, by the
working class and its allies among all the oppressed, could go
all the way to a socialist democracy.The replacement of capital-
ism and the bourgeois state by an association of workers’ coun-
cils and popular committees would be the only way to com-
plete the democratic and libertarian promises of the bourgeois-
democratic revolutions.
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Chapter 5: The Post-War
Boom and Fictitious Capital

AFTER the Second World War, most economists predicted a
return to depression conditions. This included most bourgeois
economists as well as almost all Marxist economists. But it did
not happen. Instead a new period of prosperity began, some-
times even called the “Golden Age” of capitalism, which lasted
for about twenty to thirty years (from the end of the ’forties to
about 1970).

During this post-war period, there was relatively high em-
ployment. In the United States, most (white) working families
had houses and cars, and usually only the husband had to work.
Their children had access to higher education and the country
enjoyed a so-called “labor peace” between management and
the unions in big industries. In apparent contradiction to the
theory of permanent revolution, which would have predicted
a steady decline in democratic rights, fascism was overcome in
Europe (except for Spain and Portugal) and bourgeois democ-
racy restored. Increasing numbers of colonized nations won
their political independence. Tomost people, any notion of cap-
italism being in decline seemed preposterous. The only enemy
appeared to be totalitarian “Communist” Russia.

Still, from the perspective of the ruling class, some problems
remained. On aworld scale, capitalismwas still unable to indus-
trialize the poorer nations. Even the Western European coun-
tries took many years after the war to rebuild their prosperity.
“Communist” and nationalist revolutions continued in the poor
countries (especially China, Korea, Vietnam, Yugoslavia, and
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Cuba) and Italy and France had large “Communist” parties.The
imperialist countries continued to get into colonial wars (the
biggest for the United States being in Korea and Vietnam). As
mentioned, nuclear weapons grew in number and destructive
power.

In the United States, there were still many pockets of
poverty: the “Other America.” The South was impoverished
and held back by its vicious anti-Black laws. Unions abandoned
their efforts to organize that part of the country. Millions of
African-Americans lived under a form of totalitarian repres-
sion. A right-wing, anti-communist, hysteria swept the nation,
driving leftists out of the unions, out of colleges, and out of
other places of employment. It attacked freedom of speech
and association. The economy as a whole still went through
business cycles, from boom to bust, even if in a shallower,
more moderate, fashion than before.

Causes of the Post-War Prosperity

If capitalism was (and is) in its epoch of decline, then what
caused this post-World War II boom, however limited? Did
it disprove Marx’s theory? The short answer is that what the
Great Depression could not do sufficiently to restore capitalism
to apparent health, the world war could do.

As I have said, economic downturns function to “clear the
slate” by reducing economic values. The Depression could
not do enough to destroy the values of constant capital. The
world war, on the other hand, destroyed constant capital
itself—factories, machines, roads, buildings, and raw materials
went up in flames all across Europe and Asia. This meant they
could be rebuilt after the war with the most modern, produc-
tive, technology. Similarly, the value of variable capital—the
commodity labor power—went down with the massacres
and social destruction of the war around the world. It took
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decades for the educated and skilled workers of Europe to
regain their pre-World War I standard of living. In this case,
though, capitalism had also benefited from years of working
class defeats, from the twenties onward, of failures to make
revolutions, and of successful counterrevolutions, with the
horrors of Nazism and Stalinism.That culminated in the period
right after World War II, when social democratic and Stalinist
parties kept working class struggles everywhere within the
limits of capitalism.

Yet the Western ruling classes had certain limitations due to
the potential power of the working classes. The capitalists did
not want to see a revival of revolutionary class consciousness,
as had happened after World War I. They preferred to control
the workers through bourgeois democracies rather than revive
fascism. There were large unions in Europe and a third of the
US private sector workers were in unions. Since they could not
simply crush the workers again, as in fascism, theWestern cap-
italists permitted a rise in the standard of living for the workers
and increased social benefits (the “welfare state”)—for the time
being.

The US economy was pumped up through the massive stim-
ulus of military spending, far more than the NewDeal had ever
attempted. The state took wealth from all of society and con-
centrated it into the hands of a few “centralized and concen-
trated” semi-monopolies. High levels of military spending con-
tinued after the war, both of conventional armed forces and of
nuclear-armed missiles and bombers. President Dwight Eisen-
hower was to call this the “military-industrial complex,” and
someMarxists called it the “Permanent Arms Economy.” It was
also referred to as “military Keynesianism.”

Concentration was increased on a world scale as interna-
tional imperialism was reorganized. The British empire (and
the lesser French, Dutch, etc., empires) was essentially super-
seded by the hegemonic rule of US capital. The dollar became
the dominant world currency.
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In the United States the prosperity included an expansion of
debt and speculation, particularly in the fields of FIRE (finance,
insurance, and real estate). Meanwhile there was an explosion
of the automobile industry, which expanded the steel, rubber,
and glass industries, highway construction, and resulted in the
construction of suburbia.

These forces countered the long-run tendencies of stagna-
tion and decline. They did not run out of steam until the mid-
dle of the 1960s. From 1970 to the mid-70s, the world capitalist
economy began to slide downhill again (with ups and downs),
deeper into stagnation. A new attack on the working class be-
came necessary.

The Limits of the Post-War Boom

Liberals wondered, if the state could spend so much money
on war and preparing for war, why not get the same economic
effect by spending on socially useful causes like universal
healthcare, education, environmental protection, housing for
the homeless, and so on? They called, in effect, for a “new New
Deal.”

In the most abstract sense, this could have been done.
Western European countries, which had influential social
democratic or “Communist” parties, provide more and better
social services than the United States does—starting with
universal health coverage—within the limits of capitalism.
However, there are class reasons why the capitalist state can-
not provide vast funds for social purposes. Even in Western
Europe, social services have been under fierce attack for some
time, although they still enjoy more benefits than the US
population ever has.

Quite simply, the capitalist class will not hand a large chunk
of its collective profits (total surplus value) over to the working
class. This would both cut down overall profit and politically
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strengthen the workers. With more social support to fall back
on, workers might be more willing to strike and to demand
higher pay. Socially useful products provided by the state, such
as houses, food, and medical care, would compete on the mar-
ket with the same commodities made by private capitalists. Ide-
ologically, if the people saw that the state could provide exten-
sive benefits and produce needed products, they might think,
“Why do we need the capitalists?” Workers might start think-
ing in terms of some sort of socialism. This would not do, from
the viewpoint of the bourgeoisie. This is not why they have a
bourgeois state.

Some sorts of government spending, on the other hand, are
completely acceptable. Military spending, for instance, is a di-
rect state subsidy to big capitalists. It does not compete on the
market place (no one makes nuclear missiles for private sale,
at least not legally). It channels value to some of the biggest
corporations. It has its own ideological justification (“defense”)
that protects it when politicians cut social benefits for workers
and the poor.

I am focusing on the economic effects of military spending,
but I do not deny that it does have its uses for the empire. The
United States does need materiel in order to invade smaller
countries. Even nuclear missiles are supposedly useful for de-
terring nuclear attacks from enemies, although this reaches
crazy thinking (since any use of such “weapons” would destroy
both the attacker and the defender).The economic basis of mili-
tary spending become obvious every time the government con-
siders adding newweapons or retiring old ones.The companies
that make them throw their lobbyists into high gear.Theywhip
up the workers who make these products to demonstrate and
petition. The politicians representing the regions where arma-
ments are manufactured—whose re-election campaigns are fi-
nanced by these same companies—demand continued support
for the industry and the ideology behind it.
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But military spending has an inherent weakness. When trac-
tors, for example, are produced, they can be used by farmers
to grow things. Bulldozers can be used in the next production
cycle to make buildings. But what about tanks? Once manufac-
tured, the tanks either stay at home, producing nothing, or they
are sent abroad, where they destroy things. This is even more
true for intercontinental nuclearmissiles. Much value goes into
making them, but they are not to be used, and hopefully will
never be. Whatever its political or military significance, mili-
tary spending is economically the same as paying capitalists
to hire workers to dig big holes and fill them in again.

Suppose the government decides to make some missiles. It
has a fund of money, some from taxes (ultimately from the
pool of surplus value) and most from borrowing (selling bonds,
a range of Treasury Department securities; the government
takes in money from its buyers and promises to repay the cost
of the bonds with a certain amount of profit at a future date).
It pays a capitalist firm to make them (including what the firm
counts as profit). The firm buys necessary material (constant
capital), such as steel and machines. The firm hires workers
(variable capital) to make the missiles. At the end of this pro-
cess the government has gone deeper into debt, but (1) the buy-
ers of the government bonds count themselves as having new
wealth, (2) the firm has profits that it pays out to its stockhold-
ers and/or saves for further investment, (3) the workers have
their wages, which they spend on consumer goods, health care,
and sending their children to college. BUT while all this paper
(bonds, stocks in the arms company, money) has increased and
continues to circulate, there are no new products on the mar-
ket! Marx called this circulating paper wealth “fictitious value”
or, when used as capital, “fictitious capital.”

It is sick enough to think of an economic system that sus-
tains itself (in large part) by preparing for mass nuclear death.
It is even sicker to have an economy that sustains itself by ef-
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fectively producing… nothing. This is the epoch of capitalist
decay.

Fictitious Capital

What are those treasury bonds exactly? They are past
loans to the state, loans made by the people, companies,
or governments who purchase the bonds. The government
quickly spends that money; it is quite literally no longer there.
So what the bond-holders own, according to Marx, are “paper
duplicates of consumed capital” that entitle them to a portion
of future tax revenue (1967b, 477). While “real capital” exists
in the form of actual commodities, machines, and the like,
“fictitious capital” exists only as an idea, a promise.

Arms production and other forms of public expenditure are
not the only way to create fictitious capital. When housing
prices rise in a housing bubble, despite the fact that no new
wealth has been created, this is fictitious capital. When oil is
produced and revenue is not set aside for the future to pay for
reaching hard-to-get oil, the profit claimed is fictitious capital.
Rent of land that has not been improved by human labor is fic-
titious capital. Wealth created by primary accumulation is fic-
titious capital. Speculation on stocks and bonds, with increas-
ingly remote relations to the real economy they supposedly
represent is fictitious capital. Complex financial “instruments,”
so complex that even those who design them have difficulty
understanding what they really measure, are fictitious capital.

As Marx describes it,

Titles of ownership to public works, railways,
mines, etc., are…titles to real capital. But they
do not place this capital at one’s disposal. It is
not subject to withdrawal. They merely convey
legal claims to a portion of the surplus-value
to be produced by it. But these titles likewise
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become paper duplicates of the real capital; it is
as though a bill of lading were to acquire a value
separate from the cargo, both concomitantly and
simultaneously with it. They come to nominally
represent non-existent capital. For the real capital
exists side by side with them and does not change
hands as a result of the transfer of these duplicates
from one person to another. (ibid, 477–478)

The result is an incoherent mess that masks what is really
going on in the economy “Everything here appears distorted,
since in this paper world, the real price and its real basis ap-
pear nowhere, but only bullion, metal coin, notes, bill of ex-
change, securities…. The entire process becomes incomprehen-
sible” (ibid, 490).

During times of prosperity, people take for granted that the
paper wealth represents real wealth and can be turned into real
wealth whenever needed. Meanwhile, the paper or blips on a
computer screen is bought and sold, exchanged and rearranged,
making everything look prosperous and profitable, despite the
stagnation in the real economy. In fact, when the profit rates
of the real economy stagnate or decline (due to the falling rate
of profit and the growth of monopoly) there is more pressure
to make money by investing in ever more fictitious capital in
the form of loans and exotic derivatives. Eventually, the entire
economy becomes “financialized.”

In an economic downturn, there is suddenly a dash to turn
the paper into real products, or at least to make sure that they
do represent real commodities: gold or houses or machinery.
The need for goods and services that have been produced by
socially-necessary labor reasserts itself, as the economy shifts
from fictitious value to real value, and people discover there
is much less of the latter than they thought. As in a game of
musical chairs, many capitalists have nowhere to sit.
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A big crash, at the end of a business cycle, clears away a lot
of fictitious capital. But the long prosperity we are currently
coming out of depended on a variety of tricks that modulated
the cycle to prevent such crashes. Therefore, the amount of fic-
titious capital—of debt and financial speculative instruments—
has grown to mountainous proportions, in both governmental
and private forms. The pressure on the system simultaneously
grows for a real, big crash to re-stabilize the system.

Unproductive Consumption

Marx divided the productive economy roughly into what he
called Department I (which produces constant capital) and De-
partment II (which produces consumer goods). Department II
provides for the working class (variable capital), which need
food, housing, healthcare, and entertainment in order to reen-
ter the cycle of production—that is, to go to work the next day.

Capitalists also consume commodities, of course. However,
their gourmet meals, mansions, and yachts are luxuries. They
do not re-enter the cycle of production, because capitalists are
not necessary for production. Marx treated their consumption
as a sliver of Department II, as “unproductive consumption”
(Marx 1967a). Productive consumption uses up goods in the
process of producing surplus value, while the capitalists’
unproductive consumption of luxuries is paid for entirely
out of the capitalist’s revenue, using up surplus value, not
creating it. The middle layers of society—managers, supervi-
sors, bureaucrats—mostly work for the capitalists (directly or
indirectly) and are paid out of already existing value; they do
not create new surplus value.

Arms spending and similar forms of wasteful production
have exponentially expanded this “luxury” production. Gov-
ernment arms production, fictitious capital, new forms of
primitive accumulation, and financialization kept capitalism
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Disputed Topics in Marx’s Economic
Theory

The major area of controversy in the theory of Marx’s critique
of political economy revolves around the question of value: the
labor theory of value, the “transformation problem” (value into
prices), the tendency of the rate of profit to fall, business cycles
and their crashes. The single best book, which is up-to-date on
current arguments, is the first book below.
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going after World War II. The apparent prosperity lasted for
about thirty years. It has been downhill since then, and it
is getting worse. The underlying tendencies of the epoch of
capitalist decay are reasserting themselves. That is what we
are now living through and will continue to live through,
I believe, until there is either a collapse of civilization or a
working class-led revolution.

Understanding the post-war boom in general is no substitute
for an analysis of the current economic crisis. Nor can it pre-
cisely predict the future, on any set schedule. It does, however,
show that the period of apparent prosperity does not contra-
dict Marx’s concept of the epoch of capitalist decay, and that
his concept of fictitious capital is important for understanding
the world today.
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Chapter 6: State Capitalism

ASwe have seen, Marx described a tendency of capitalism to
develop, despite all counteracting tendencies, larger and larger
firms.The trends toward centralization and concentrationwere
due to accumulation (growing larger), competition (some firms
beating other firms and absorbing them), the class struggle (get-
ting larger in order to better dominate the workers), and the
use of credit and fictitious capital, among other factors. Mo-
nopolization and the giant firms it required caused increasing
intervention by the state in the economy. The overall trend,
Marx noted, was toward a single, merged, firm, though he did
not say whether he expected this trend to ever be completed.
Even a single national firm, however, would still be capitalist.
It would compete with other giant firms and, as Marx suggests,
“Where the state itself is a capitalist producer, as in the exploita-
tion of mines, forests, etc., its product is a ‘commodity’ and
hence possesses the specific character of every other commod-
ity” (quoted in Kliman 2012, 210).

Engels’s Concept of State Capitalism

Marx’s close friend and collaborator, Frederick Engels, fur-
ther elaborated this idea of a trend toward a unified, state-run,
capitalism. Engels was especially impressed by the rise of
“trusts,” business entities by which all the companies in an
industry, on a national or international level, agreed to divide
up a market and set prices. In fact though, since trusts were
based on distinct companies that got stronger or weaker over
time, they tended to eventually break up. They did not have
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References for Further
Reading

The following are suggestions for further reading. These are
works I have on my shelves or refer to on-line and that appeal
to me, even though I do not always agree with all the theories
of the authors.

Introductory Readings

These introductory books are valued for being clearly written
and covering the basic issues

Leontiev, A. (undated). Political Economy: A Beginners’ Course.
San Francisco: Proletarian Publishers. A “third period” Stal-
inist, with an exceptionally clear presentation of the basics
of Marx’s economic theory.

Cleaver, Harry (2000). Reading Capital Politically. San Fran-
cisco: AK Press/AntiTheses. A small book, by an “au-
tonomous Marxist,” which derives Marxist economics
entirely from, Chapter 1 of Capital, Vol. I.

Fine, Ben, & Saad-Filho, Alfredo (2010). Marx’s “Capital” (5th
Ed.). London/ NY: Pluto Press.

Harvey, David (2010). A Companion to Marx’s Capital. London/
New York: Verso.
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what anarchist socialism should be immediately after a revo-
lution. He did not believe in such an approach. Yet he did not
maintain that “anything goes.” He advocated that working peo-
ple take over the means of production and distribution and
organize themselves to run them directly through free associ-
ation and federation. It was just such a self-managed society
that would be capable of an experimental and flexible method.
However, this was “always on condition that there is no op-
pression or exploitation of others.” He was not against specu-
lation or programs, so long as they were presented with a cer-
tain modesty and willingness to see them change in practice.
He might have appreciated Albert’s Parecon as a set of ideas
for after a revolution, although not as a completed blueprint
for what must be done. His goal was libertarian communism,
but he was willing to see progress toward his goal go through
various paths.
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the staying power of today’s multinational corporations. This
led Engels to imagine another possible conclusion for the
trend.

The official representative of capitalist society—
the state—will ultimately have to undertake the
direction of production….The transformation
of the great establishments for production and
distribution into joint-stock companies, trusts,
and state property show how unnecessary the
bourgeoisie are…. All the social functions of the
capitalist are now performed by salaried employ-
ees. The capitalist has no further social function
than that of pocketing dividends, tearing off
coupons, and gambling on the Stock Exchange….

But the transformation, either into joint-stock
companies and trusts, or into state ownership,
does not do away with the capitalistic nature
of the productive forces….The modern state, no
matter what its form, is essentially a capitalist
machine, the state of the capitalists, the ideal
personification of the total national capital. The
more it proceeds to the taking over the productive
forces, the more does it actually become the na-
tional capitalist, the more citizens does it exploit.
The workers remain wage-workers—proletarians.
The capitalist relation is not done away with. It is
rather brought to a head. But brought to a head, it
topples over. (Engels 1954, 384–386)

Engels was saying that the logical endpoint of corporations,
trusts, and monopolies, is state capitalism, although he never
actually uses the term (it could just as well be called “statified
capitalism”). LikeMarx, he also never saidwhether he expected
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this to actually happen orwas just describing a tendency. (Marx
had read through this discussion by Engels and expressed no
disagreement.)

As he described state capitalism, the economy is managed by
salaried employees, bureaucrats, officials, and managers. They
are the state and as such the personification of capital. That is,
they would exploit the workers in a capitalist fashion (as op-
posed to the methods of feudalism, or slavery, or of some new
class society). He expected that the bourgeoisie would continue
to exist, living as stock-owning parasites, but not actually man-
aging anything.

By contrast, Bakunin predicted that a completely state-run
economy would develop a new ruling class from better-paid
workers and socialist intellectuals. In their writing on the “Asi-
atic mode of production” and other aspects of pre-capitalist so-
ciety, Marx and Engels discussed societies where the means of
production, especially land, had been owned by the state and
collectively ruled by bureaucratic classes. They did not, how-
ever, make any connection between this and capitalist statifica-
tion. This may have been because they felt that these societies
(for example, some of the Central American “Indian” empires)
were virtually stagnant, lacking any real drive to accumulate,
and thus had little in common with capitalism.

Under state capitalism, there will still be proletarians—not
slaves, not serfs, but proletarians. They will be selling their la-
bor power to the collective capitalist, the state, and will work
to produce commodities, more commodities than their labor
power is worth. In other words, they will continue to produce
surplus value. Engels did not comment on how competition
might continue internationally—among capitalist states or be-
tween them and other monopolistic businesses. His key point
is that the capital/labor relationship continues. That is what
makes state capitalism capitalist.
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exploitation. It might include various forms of producer and
consumer cooperatives and federations, as well as individual
workshops or farms, but not capitalist enterprises that hired
wage labor.

In certain respects, anarchist experimentalism resembles the
Marxist concept of a post-revolution transitional period. Ac-
cording to his Critique of the Gotha Program, Marx expected
society after a revolution to still suffer the lingering effects
of capitalism. Society would gradually transform during this
“first phase of communist society” so that, when production
has increased sufficiently, it might achieve a “more advanced
phase of communist society” (1974, 347). During this “transi-
tion,” one might expect, a flexible and experimental attitude
would be necessary.

Whatever the virtues of these ideas, they have been used
by Marxists to justify Leninist-Stalinist totalitarianism—since,
after all, we cannot expect post-revolutionary society to imme-
diately fulfill the libertarian-democratic goals of classical com-
munism.This was not Marx’s intention, but it is how the “tran-
sitional period” concept has been used by Marxist-Leninists.

Neither Marx nor Malatesta believed it possible to immedi-
ately leap into a completely classless, moneyless, noncoercive,
nonoppressive society. However, Marx’s vision of the transi-
tion, despite its insights, tended to be more rigid than flexi-
ble; he laid out specific features of the lower phase of commu-
nism, which would come to pass in the course of the Historical
Process. Malatesta preferred to make suggestions while leav-
ing things open to pluralistic experiment. Marx also believed
that some form of the state will be necessary—the “revolution-
ary dictatorship of the proletariat,” —instead of thinking about
howworking people might protect and sustain their revolution
without the bureaucratic-military machinery of a state. Malat-
esta advocated a popular militia.

To return to Michael Albert’s challenge to Malatesta: “Yes,
yes, but how?” Malatesta did not have a worked-out model for
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Related Views

Others have pointed to the flexible and experimental
approach as central to the anarchist program. Bakunin, ac-
cording to his friend James Guillaume, was a proponent of
libertarian communism, but he did not believe it could be
immediately and universally implemented. “In the meantime,”
Guillaume suggested, “each community will decide for itself
during the transition period the method they deem best for
the distribution of the products of associated labor” (1980, 362).
This is very similar to Malatesta’s approach.

In a more recent example, Paul Goodman, the most promi-
nent US anarchist of the nineteen sixties, wrote:

I am not proposing a system… It is improbable
that there could be a single appropriate style of
organization or economy to fit all the functions
of society, any more than there could be—or
ought to be—a single mode of education, ‘going to
school,’ that suits everybody… In many functions
[centralization] is economically inefficient, tech-
nologically unnecessary, and humanly damaging.
Therefore we might adopt a political maxim: to
decentralize where, how, and how much [as] is
expedient. But where, how, and how much are
empirical questions. They require research and
experiment.” (1965, 27)

Unlike Malatesta, Goodman was a reformist, advocating
a gradual approach to social change in the present society.
Malatesta only advocated post-revolutionary “gradualism.”
Like Bakunin, Kropotkin, and Marx, Malatesta was a revo-
lutionary. Similarly, Goodman advocated a “mixed system,”
(in the image he had of the Scandinavian countries), which
included both capitalist corporations and cooperatives. Malat-
esta advocated a “mixed system” that explicitly excluded
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State Capitalism in Reality

What was for Marx and Engels more of a logical trend has
long been observable in the real world. Historically, capitalist
governments have owned railroads and other productive en-
terprises, even automobile factories or coal mines. Even now,
when the right-wing, anti-Keynesians have won hegemony
over economic discourse, statism remains strong. Despite all
the talk about “free-markets” and “liberty,” the rightists have
not called for ending state subsidies to the armament and
other industries. In fact, they champion increased police and
military power for the state.

But examples of complete statification did not come through
the merger of traditional capitalist monopolies, as Engels had
imagined. It came through Marxist-Leninist-led revolutions
in Russia, China, Cuba, and other countries, and later with
the expansion of the Soviet Union’s military power into
eastern Europe. In these countries, weak bourgeoisies were
overthrown, but the working class was unable to take or
maintain power. As a result, the actual state capitalist systems
that did develop differed from Engels’s model in certain ways.
The lingering, parasitical bourgeoisie he postulated was wiped
out (even though a small number of capitalists filtered back
into the new state bureaucracies). And the system covered
itself in a pseudo-socialist, semi-Marxist ideology, to justify
itself and to confuse the population.

However, as Engels (and Bakunin) had described, actual
power resided in a layer of “salaried employees,” a collectivist
bureaucracy. They “owned” the state property, in the sense
that, collectively, they could do what they wanted with it—
which is what ownership is. Collectively, they held “private
property,” in the sense that it was kept “private” (separate)
from the mass of the population. Individual bureaucrats
lived far better than did ordinary workers. They could not
directly pass on their property to their children (leaving aside
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the bizarre dictatorship in North Korea!), but, by education
and contacts, their children were guaranteed places in the
bureaucracy.

The state remained a capitalist state, a bureaucratic-military-
centralized instrument of capital accumulation.

Not only was the total state capital of these countries in com-
petition on the world market, but it was internally divided into
competing entities and commodity marketplaces. The workers
remained proletarians, selling their labor power for money on
a labor market (there was a great deal of labor turnover), pro-
ducing surplus value, producing commodities, and buying com-
modities on the consumer market (as did the capitalist bureau-
crats). Farmers worked at collective farms (officially coopera-
tives, not state farms) that sold goods on themarkets.They also
usually had small private plots where they raised produce to
sell.The large enterprises also soldmeans of production to each
other (using contracts and bank accounts); therefore means of
production were also commodities. And the whole thing was
held together by gray and blackmarkets, deal making, and trad-
ing. There was usually an official economic “plan,” but it was
never actually fulfilled.

The economies of the Soviet Union and Maoist China were
highly distorted and deformed forms of capitalism, where the
laws of capitalism operated in an indirect and mediated way.
But a distorted market is still a market and a distorted capital-
ism is still capitalism. Think, for instance, of capitalism under
Nazi totalitarianism or the historical US “company towns.” The
“Communist” countries had, despite all the window dressing,
capitalist economies.

Just as much as any corporation, the Soviet Union was
driven to accumulate. In fact, its growth during the 1930s and
1940s was often cited as proof of its “socialist” nature. But just
as much as capitalist business firms, the USSR was driven to
accumulate. This was the historic task of the capitalist class,
in any of its forms, as it ground down the working class.
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It is precisely this flexibility, pluralism, and experimentalism
that characterizes anarchism in Malatesta’s view and makes it
a superior approach to the problems of life after capitalism.

Only anarchy points theway alongwhich they can
find, by trial and error, that solutionwhich best sat-
isfies the dictates of science as well as the needs
and wishes of everybody. How will children be ed-
ucated?We don’t know. So what will happen? Par-
ents, pedagogues and all who are concerned with
the future of the young generation will come to-
gether, will discuss, will agree or divide according
to the views they hold, and will put into practice
the methods which they think are the best. And
with practice that method which in fact is the best
will in the end be adopted. And similarly with all
problems which present themselves. (1974, 47)

Malatesta stopped calling himself a “communist,” partly for
the reasons given above. He also felt that the Leninists had ef-
fectively taken over the term (with the help of the capitalists,
who agreed—insisted— that “communism” really was what the
Bolsheviks claimed). “The communist-anarchists will gradually
abandon the term ‘communist’; it is growing in ambivalence
and falling into disrepute as a result of Russian ‘communist’
despotism… We may have to abandon the term ‘communist’
for fear that our ideal of free human solidarity will be confused
with the avaricious despotism which has for some while tri-
umphed in Russia” (1995, 20). If this was true in the 1920s, it
is even more true by now, after about eighty years of Leninist/
Stalinist rule under the banner of Communism, although the
negative connotations of the term “communist” will vary from
country to country. Malatesta eventually preferred the vaguer
and more generic title of “socialist-anarchists.” (1984, 143)
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After all, every institution, project or utopia would
be equally good to solve the problem of human
contentedness, if everybody had the same needs,
the same opinions, or lived under the same con-
ditions. But since such unanimity of thought and
identical conditions are impossible (as well as, in
my opinion, undesirable) we must…always bear in
mind that we are not…living in a world populated
only by anarchists. For a long time to come, we
shall be a relatively small minority…We must find
ways of living among nonanarchists, as anarchis-
tically as possible. (151–152)

This would be true not only now but even after a revolution.
We cannot assume that even when the workers have agreed to
overthrow capitalism, they would agree to immediately create
a fully anarchist-communist society. What if small farmers in-
sist on being paid for their crops in money? They may give up
this opinion once it is obvious that industry will provide them
with goods, but first they must not be coerced into giving up
their crops under conditions they reject.

After the revolution, that is, after the defeat of the
existing powers and the overwhelming victory of
the forces of insurrection, what then? It is then
that gradualism really comes into operation. We
shall have to study all the practical problems of
life: production, exchange, the means of communi-
cation, relations between anarchist groupings and
those living under some kind of authority… And
in every problem [anarchists] should prefer the so-
lutions which not only are economically superior
but which satisfy the need for justice and freedom
and leave the way open for future improvements.
(173)
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Engels did not expect such societies to last long. “Brought
to a head, it topples over.” Marx had emphasized how units of
capital (companies) that were overcentralized for their level of
technical productivity would fly apart, dissolving into smaller
units, as a result of internal competitive pressures, but Engels
tended to emphasize the political effects. Writing about the mo-
nopolistic power of the trusts, he wrote that “the exploitation is
so palpable that it must break down. No nation will put up with
production conducted by trusts, with so barefaced an exploita-
tion of the community by a small band of dividend mongers”
(1954, 384). In the Soviet Union, this effect was countered for
a time by the absence of a traditional, propertied, bourgeoisie
and the effective use of ideology to mask the true nature of
social relationships.

For whatever reason, Marx and Engels saw state capitalism
as ultimately fragile. It was, and remains, unable to solve the
basic problems of capitalism, including its tendencies toward
eventual stagnation, increasing conflict between capitalists and
proletarians, and an explosive, crisis-ridden economy. In fact,
the statified and collectivized form of capitalism that once ex-
isted in the Soviet Union and China did break down. Given the
weaknesses of the world working classes at the time, unfortu-
nately what replaced it was a more traditional form of capital-
ism (with a great deal of state involvement). But there is no
inherent reason that state capitalisms cannot appear again un-
der certain conditions—such as the defeat of a working class
revolution.

The question of whether or not the Soviet Union and Nazi
Germany had the “same” economic system is an interesting
one. Without going into detail, I will say that they were both
capitalist economies with a great deal of merger between the
state and the economy (consistent with Marx and Engels’s ex-
pected trends). The ruling totalitarian parties dominated their
national economies. The main difference between them—and
it was an important one—was that the Soviet Union had abol-
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ished the traditional capitalist class, the stock-owning bour-
geoisie, and replaced it with a collectivized layer of bureaucrats.
Nazi Germany, and the other fascist countries, left the old cap-
italist class in place (except for the Jewish capitalists) and still
owning property—although they now had to pay off the fascist
rulers. This became clear at the end of the Second World War,
when German and Italian capitalists re-emerged, still owning
their firms and ready to carry on business.

State Capitalism and the Socialist Program

From the thirties to the eighties, there were sharp debates
amongMarxists about the nature of the Soviet Union (and later
of its offspring). I find it astonishing how few sought to com-
pare it to Engels’s model of state capitalism. Many theorists
insisted that the very concept of state capitalism contradicted
Marxism—in spite ofMarx and Engels’s clear statements.What
this means is that the condition that Marx and Engels saw as
the culmination of capitalist decay, a great many Marxists see
as the basic model of socialism.

For Engels, nationalization of all industry by a capitalist state
was not socialism but what we today would call state (or stati-
fied) capitalism. Up to this point, anarchists agree with Engels
and Marx. But Marx and Engels further believed that, if the
workers were to take over the statified economy, with their
own state, the result would be not state capitalism, but the be-
ginning of socialism. For them, a collectivized economy would
lead to the end of classes and the state, and the state would be-
come a benign, noncoercive, institution. As Engels put it: “The
proletariat seizes political power and turns the means of pro-
duction in the first instance into state property. But in doing
this, it abolishes itself as proletariat, abolishes all class distinc-
tions and class antagonisms, abolishes also the state as state….
The government of persons is replaced by the administration
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sion, which spring from the evidence of facts” (27–28). His goal
was free communism, but he understood that others preferred
“collectivism,” that is, an economy of common ownership that
still rewards workers according to how much they work (Pare-
con includes a version of this); or an “individualism” that in-
volved as much individual ownership and small-scale produc-
tion as possible.

After a revolution, according to Malatesta

probably every possible form of possession and
utilization of the means of production and all
ways of distribution of produce will be tried out
at the same time in one or many regions, and
they will combine and be modified in various
ways until experience will indicate which form,
or forms, is or are, the most suitable. In the mean-
time, the need for not interrupting production
and the impossibility of suspending consumption
of the necessities of life will make it necessary to
take decisions for the continuation of daily life
at the same time as expropriation proceeds. One
will have to do the best one can, and so long as
one prevents the constitution and consolidation of
new privilege, there will be time to find the best
solutions. (104; my emphasis)

Is it likely that every region and national culture will choose
the exact same version of libertarian socialist society? Will ev-
ery industry, from the production of steel to the education of
children be managed in precisely the same manner?

For my part, I do not believe there is “one solution”
to the social problems, but a thousand different
and changing solutions in the same way as social
existence is different and varied in time and space.
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The Anarchist Method

All his adult life, Malatesta identifiedwith the tradition of lib-
ertarian (anarchist) communism. His goal was a society where
all land and means of production were held in common and
there was no use of money. Everyone would work as well as
they could and would receive what they needed from the com-
mon store of products (“from each according to ability, to each
according to need”). “Free associations and federations of pro-
ducers and consumers” (1984, 17) would manage the economy
“through an intelligent decentralization” (25). This would pro-
vide economic planning from below. His economic vision went
along with the goals of abolition of the state, of national bor-
ders and nationalist passions, as well as with the “reconstruc-
tion of the family” (17) and the liberation of women.

However, over time he came to be critical of some anarchist-
communist thinking as too simplistic. He criticized “the
Kropotkinian conception…which I personally find too opti-
mistic, too easy-going, too trusting in natural harmonies” (34).
His was a more flexible communist anarchism. “Imposed com-
munism would be the most detestable tyranny that the human
mind could conceive. And free and voluntary communism
is ironical if one has not the right and the possibility to live
in a different regime, collectivist, mutualist, individualist—as
one wishes, always on condition that there is no oppression or
exploitation of others” (103; my emphasis).

Malatesta warned against believing that we have the Abso-
lute Truth, as do religious people or Marxists. “One may, there-
fore, prefer communism, or individualism, or collectivism, or
any other system, and work by example and propaganda for
the achievement of one’s personal preferences, but one must
beware, at the risk of certain disaster, of supposing that one’s
system is the only, and infallible, one, good for all men, every-
where and for all times, and that its success must be assured at
all costs, by means other than those which depend on persua-
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of things, and by the conduct of processes of production. The
state is not ‘abolished.’ It dies out” (1954, 388, 389).

As an anarchist, of course, I reject this perspective. As
Kropotkin wrote in an article for the 1910 Encyclopedia
Britannica, “The anarchists consider…that to hand over to
the state all the main sources of economic life—the land, the
mines, the railroads, banking, insurance, and so on—as also
the management of all the main branches of industry, in
addition to all the functions already accumulated in its hands
(education, state-supported religions, defense of the territory,
etc.) would mean to create a new instrument of tyranny. State
capitalism would only increase the powers of bureaucracy and
capitalism” (1975, 109–110). It makes no difference whether
this involves a bourgeois state or a so-called workers’ state.

With the benefit of over a century of hindsight, it is clear
who was right. (For further discussion of state capitalism, see
Daum 1990; Hobson and Tabor 1988; and Part III of Price 2010.)
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Part III: The Socialist
Goal

disagreements with anarchist-individualists, this was also his
dispute with the anarchist-syndicalists. At the international
anarchist conference of 1907, he debated the French anarchist
Pierre Monatte (1881–1960). Monatte argued that anarchists
should stop concentrating on small-group propaganda, putting
out small newspapers and pamphlets, and should get into
the work of building unions (syndicates) with other workers.
Malatesta was not against building unions. In Argentina, he
participated in building the Bakers’ Union, one of the first
labor unions there. But he opposed any tendency to dissolve
anarchists into mass organizations. Effective unions had
to include workers with all sorts of politics—revolutionary
and reformist, statist and anarchist. Effective unions had to
concentrate on winning reform struggles for better wages
and conditions through bargaining with the capitalists—at
least in nonrevolutionary times, which was most of the time.
Therefore he insisted that revolutionary anarchists should
also form specific organizations of anarchists only, to raise
anarchist politics inside and outside of unions.

They were both right. Union work has helped anarchist
militants greatly expand their influence among workers in
several countries. At the same time, as became clear in France,
unions that the anarchist-syndicalists had worked to build
became dominated by hardheaded “practical” officials. When
World War I began, these union leaders became supporters
of the imperialist war (which both Malatesta and Monatte
opposed). Today, dual-organizationalist anarchists agree with
Malatesta about the need for two types of organizations: the
mass organizations (unions, community associations, etc.) and
the narrower revolutionary organization with more political
agreement. Even many of today’s anarchist-syndicalists would
agree.
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question. How did Malatesta think everybody would achieve
“bread, freedom, love, and science” in an anarchist society?
While he did not have a developed blueprint, he did have an
approach to developing anarchist institutions—the anarchist
method.

Who Was Malatesta?

Born to amiddle class Italian family in 1853, ErricoMalatesta
made his living as an electrician and mechanic. He personally
knew Michael Bakunin and Peter Kropotkin, but unlike either,
he lived to see the rise of fascism. He was imprisoned many
times and sentenced to death three times. Due to political per-
secution in Italy, he spent over half his adult life in exile. He
lived in the Middle East, in South America, in the United States,
and, for about nineteen years, in Britain. Dying at seventy-nine
in 1932, he had spent his last years under house arrest in fascist
Italy.

As a young man, he participated in a couple of small, fruit-
less uprisings, attempts to spark peasant rebellions without
first securing popular support (Pernicone 1993). He abandoned
that for a more thought-out approach, but he never ceased be-
ing a revolutionary. He criticized those anarchist-syndicalists
who believed that a revolution could be won nonviolently, sim-
ply by “folding arms” and calling a general strike. The capital-
ists and their state could not be beaten, he insisted, without
some armed struggle to defend the workers. Because he was
an advocate of popular revolution, however, he did not sup-
port the bomb-throwing and assassination tactics (“attentats”)
of anarchist terrorists (Malatesta 1999).

To Malatesta, “There are two factions among those who
call themselves anarchists…supporters and opponents of or-
ganization” (1984, 84). These differences continue to this day.
Malatesta was a pro-organizationalist anarchist. Aside from
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Chapter 7: Socialism or
Barbarism?

HOWwould a proletarian revolution occur, in Marx’s view?
According to his “General Law of Capitalist Accumulation,”
there will be increasing economic, social, and political polar-
ization. At the top is a small, concentrated layer of very rich
people, served by salaried employees. There will be fewer but
larger semi-monopolies, increasingly integrated with banks,
speculators, and with the state. At the other economic pole are
the workers, their wages and salaries under constant pressure.
Below them are increasing layers of unemployed workers
and a growing pool of the very poor, in the industrialized
capitalist countries and worldwide in the poorest nations.
There is increasing “entanglement of all peoples in the net of
the world-market” (Marx 1906, 836).

The laws of capital, however distorted in practice, will
not cease. In capitalism’s epoch of decline, the rate of profit
declines. Stagnation increases and whatever growth occurs is
one-sided and unbalanced (development here, decline there).
Unemployment, underemployment, underuse of productive
capacity, economic crises, inflation and deflation, fictitious
capital replacing accumulation of real capital, pools of poverty
even in the richest nations, “underdevelopment” in the most
oppressed nations. There are constant wars as well as eco-
logical disasters: This pretty much sums up our world today,
doesn’t it?

Marx expected the working class to respond. He believed
that the system itself pushes workers to become conscious
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of their situation and to rebel. “With the accumulation
of capital,” he said, “the class struggle, and, therefore, the
class-consciousness of the working-men, develops” (717).

[There] grows the revolt of the working class, a
class always increasing in numbers, and disci-
plined, united, organized by the very mechanism
of the process of capitalist production itself. The
monopoly of capital becomes a fetter upon the
mode of production, which has sprung up and
flourished along with, and under it. Centralization
of the means of production and socialization of
labor at last reach a point where they become
incompatible with their capitalist integument.
This integument is burst asunder. The knell of
capitalist private property sounds. The expropri-
ators are expropriated…. Capitalist production
begets, with the inexorability of a law of nature,
its own negation…cooperation and the possession
in common of the land and of the means of
production. (836–837)

The Working Class?

GivenMarx’s general forecast, critics have raised various ob-
jections. One involves its focus on the rebellion of the working
class (let alone of “working men”). Some critics point out that
the working class has never made a successful socialist revo-
lution (leaving aside the ambiguous case of Russia 1917). They
add that the US working class, in particular, includes a great
many people with conservative, even far-right, views, and the
rest tend to be moderates or, at most, liberals.

This might suggest looking elsewhere for sources of rebel-
lion, the critics argue. There are non-proletarian classes that
are economically exploited (particularly the peasants; still a
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Appendix to Chapter 8:
Malatesta’s Method for an
Anarchist Economy

ONE of the most prominent attempts to present a model for
a post-capitalist society is the theory of Parecon (“participatory
economics”). One of its two founders, Michael Albert, wrote a
book called Parecon in 2006 with the subtitle “Life Beyond Capi-
talism.” Among other topics, he criticizes anarchists for lacking
a vision of what institutions a new society would have. Anar-
chism, he says, “often dismisses the idea of vision, much less of
providing a new political vision, as irrelevant or worse” (175).
He makes the same charge against Marxists, even “libertarian
Marxists or anarcho marxists” who are “the best Marxism has
to offer” (159). In my opinion, there is truth in this accusation,
especially regarding mainstream Marxists, but also libertarian
Marxists and even anarchists. At the same time, it is exagger-
ated. His appreciation of the positive proposals of anarchists
and other libertarian socialists is clouded by a desire to see fully
worked-out programs for a new society, such as his Parecon,
which leads him to ignore valuable, if less detailed, antiauthor-
itarian proposals.

For example, Albert quotes the great Italian anarchist Errico
Malatesta’s claim that anarchists want “the complete destruc-
tion of the domination and exploitation of person by person…a
conscious and desired solidarity…We want bread, freedom,
love, and science—for everybody.” To which Albert replies,
“Yes, yes, but how?” (176). This should not be a rhetorical
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the free development of all” (Marx, Communist Manifesto, in
Draper, 1998; 157).
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large class on a world scale, if not in North America). There are
also non-class forms of oppression—of women, People of Color,
oppressed nationalities, LGBT people, the physically disabled,
and many more. And there are plenty of issues that might not
seem, on the surface, directly related to class, with war and eco-
logical decline topping the list. Revolutionary consciousness
and outright revolt might certainly result from any of these,
leading some to the conclusion that the workers’ class strug-
gle is only one of, say, three or five key struggles.

In practice, such political conclusions may not be very differ-
ent from those of a sophisticatedMarxist or class-struggle anar-
chist. However, other theorists have concluded that the strug-
gle of the working class should be dismissed as unimportant
because workers are supposedly even less likely to rebel than
other oppressed sections of the population.This view definitely
contradicts the core of Marx’s Marxism, and rejects a key com-
ponent of revolutionary, class-struggle, anarchist-communism.
Still, many Marxists and anarchists agree with this rejection of
working class struggle. Marxist-Leninists, for instance, pay lip
service to the working class, but accept peasant-based armies
led by Stalinist dictators, as in China, as socialist revolutions,
and accept governments without worker control as “dictator-
ships of the proletariat.”

Marx and Engels never claimed that the workers’ socialist
movement was the only struggle of interest. As a young man,
before he became a communist, Marx had been a leader in the
fight for bourgeois democracy, and he never stopped support-
ing all movements to expand democracy, such as the British
Chartists, whether or not they were directly tied to the class
struggle. After becoming a communist, he supported the na-
tional liberation of Poland and of Ireland, and joined the British
labor movement’s effort to support the North in the US Civil
War, in alliance with the most extreme abolitionists. Mostly,
though, Marx and Engels saw the need for the working class
to ally itself with other oppressed and exploited groups in order
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to further their cause. At the end of his life, Engels was trying to
persuade the German Social Democratic Party to develop a pro-
gram with which to attract the mass of (mostly conservative)
peasants. Of course, Marx and Engels never had an adequate
understanding of all oppression—who does, even today?—but
they were far from advocating a working-class-only perspec-
tive.

They did, however, put the working class at the heart of their
strategy for liberating society. They thought that, at bottom,
civilization was a system for the exploitation of working peo-
ple. It was from surplus value that the rulers got their wealth.
At the very least, this form of economic oppression overlapped
with and interacted with all other forms of oppression. Should
the workers, especially those at the very bottom of society, rise
up, they would shake the system to its foundations, hopefully
loosening the grip of every form of oppression. In the words of
the Communist Manifesto,

All previous movements were movements of
minorities in the interest of minorities. The pro-
letarian movement is the independent movement
of the immense majority in the interest of the
immense majority. The proletariat, the lowest
stratum of present-day society, cannot raise itself
up, cannot stand erect, without bursting asunder
the whole superstructure of strata that make up
official society…. The communist revolution is the
most radical break with the traditional property
relations; no wonder that in the course of its
development there is the most radical break with
traditional ideas.” (1998, 133, 153)

It was not that the workers were more oppressed than any-
one else, or that their oppression was more morally reprehen-
sible. Marx’s focus has more to do with strategy: Because they
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ciently how most of the Marxist movement developed into
totalitarianism. What they lack is a critique of Marxism.
Generally though, anarchists and far-left Marxists find many
of the same issues contentious: Should revolutionaries form
revolutionary organizations (not parties) to participate in
broader movements? Should they join or support unions?
National liberation struggles? United fronts?

Today many, perhaps most, radicals who regard themselves
as anarchists do not accept a revolutionary proletarian strategy.
They believe in gradually and peacefully building up counter-
institutions and alternate lifestyles that is supposed to eventu-
ally replace the state and capitalism. This is essentially the old
strategy of Proudhon, who, rejecting revolution, aimed to build
a “mutual bank” to peacefully take over the French economy
and replace the state.

It is disappointing to me that even many who identify with
the autonomous (far-left) trend in Marxism similarly have
come to reject proletarian revolution. Certainly not all, but
many have replaced the working class with a concept of the
“multitude” (Hardt and Negri 2000), or they water down the
“proletariat” to include almost everyone, including peasants
(Cleaver 2000). They deny that this is an epoch of capitalist de-
cay and social revolution. They reject revolution (in the sense
of popular insurrection democratically overturning the state)
in favor of somehow withdrawing from capitalism, a strategy
they call “exodus.” They downplay workplace organizing in
favor of somehow abolishing work in the foreseeable future.

Whatever the faults and limitations of Marx and Engels,
Bakunin and Kropotkin, they were correct in advocating work-
ing class revolution. Despite their disagreements and their
flaws, we stand on their shoulders. We build on their work.
The international revolution of the workers and all oppressed
is the only road to a classless, stateless, nonoppressive society,
democratic and cooperative, of freely associated individuals,
“in which the free development of each is the precondition for
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As their name indicates, the council communists of Germany
and the Netherlands rejected the party-ruled state of Lenin
in favor of rule by workers’ and peasants’ councils, while
remaining revolutionary communists.

These far-left (sometimes called “ultra-left”) trends had a va-
riety of views about Marxist economic theory, often influenced
by the period in which they developed. The views in this book
have been particularly influenced by those of the council com-
munist Paul Mattick, Sr. Castoriadis, on the other hand, came
to reject Marxism altogether; he decided to call himself a “liber-
tarian socialist,” rather than an anarchist. Some of his reasons
remain valid, I think, and are reflected inmy criticisms ofMarx-
ism. Yet he was overly influenced by post-World War II pros-
perity. He decided that capitalist prosperity would go on indef-
initely, thus disproving Marxist economics. His fellow-thinker,
Maurice Brinton of the British Solidarity group, came to real-
ize (in the 1980s) that these views “appear to have been proven
wrong.There ismost definitely an economic crisis of global pro-
portions, the consequences of which include the driving down
of [global] working class living standards” (2004, 217). In cer-
tain key ways, Marx’s analysis had been shown to be accurate.

Nor is the thinking of all these trends radically democratic.
Even when advocating workers’ councils, they tended to advo-
cate a centralized economy (as may be implied in the passage
quoted from Mattick above). Worse, many were influenced by
Amadeo Bordiga and those who followed him to completely re-
ject workers’ democracy. Some counterpoise “democracy” as a
socialist goal to the “abolition of the law of value.” But the law
of value can be abolished only by replacing the exchange of
commodities, the automatic market, and the capital/labor re-
lationship by the conscious and collective decision making of
freely associated producers. What is this but socialist democ-
racy?

Even those far-left Marxists who stand for the autonomous
self-management of the workers, still fail to analyze suffi-
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produce the wealth of society, workers have their hands on the
means of production and distribution. They have the potential
power to stop society in its tracks and even to start it up in a dif-
ferent way. And it is in their direct self-interest to do so. They
are the ones immediately oppressed by capitalist exploitation;
it is more likely that workers will rebel against exploitation
than capitalists, shopkeepers, or police.

Because it includes anyone who must sell their labor power
to live (or anyone who depends on those who must, such as
their spouses or children), and who is not a supervisor, the
modern working class is the vast majority of society. It also
includes elements of every other section of society that is op-
pressed in every other way (women, African-Americans, immi-
grants, etc.). Workers’ interests are not opposed to the rest of
the oppressed.

Throughout history, proletarians have formed organizations
that fought for a better world for themselves and others. This
included large union federations as well as socialist or com-
munist parties or anarchist federations. Repeatedly, they have
rebelled, with everything from small strikes to actual revolu-
tions. In over a century and a half, the modern working class
has rebelled more often and more thoroughly than any other
oppressed class in thousands of years.

Nonetheless, it is true that most workers in the United States
are presently pro-capitalist. as are manyworkers in other coun-
tries. We do not seem on the verge of a revolution. If the work-
ing class majority is not ready for a socialist revolution, then
there will not (yet) be a socialist revolution. But when they are
ready…

Is Socialism Inevitable?

This brings up another set of questions about Marx’s revo-
lutionary perspective. Was he saying that the proletarian rev-
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olution must happen or only that it could happen? What did
he mean when he wrote, “Capitalist production begets, with
the inexorability of a law of nature, its own negation” (Marx
1906, 837)? The word “inexorability” seems to present the rev-
olutionary process as an automatic process, like a chemical or
biological “law of nature.” Furthermore, Marx gets his concept
of “negation” fromHegelian dialectics. Hegel presented history
as a part of nature, moving automatically through the zigzags
of the dialectic to its final but preordained goal. Employing a
doctrine philosophers call “teleology,” Hegel imagined that his-
tory had a built-in purpose—which just happened to be fulfill-
ing his own philosophical system and, more concretely, the bu-
reaucratic Prussian monarchy. In the end, neither science nor
dialectics seem to leave much room for human consciousness
and choice to affect history.

Marx seems to follow this logic. In the Communist Manifesto,
he asserts, “What the bourgeoisie therefore produces, above all,
are its own grave-diggers. Its fall and the victory of the pro-
letariat are equally inevitable” (in Draper 1998, 135). This, of
course, implies that history is an automatic mechanism, some-
thing that happens to people rather than something that peo-
ple do. The most the working class can do is speed up the in-
evitable processes, but not tomake them occur in the first place.
This has been themain interpretation ofMarxism among Social
Democratic parties and Marxist-Leninists.

This inevitablism dovetails with what we might call Marx’s
“non-moral” approach. Nowhere in his work did he ever sug-
gest that people should be for socialism, that it was morally
right to fight for it, or that ethics were a necessary compo-
nent for a vision of a good society. Supposedly, socialismwould
be a product of natural processes. As anyone who reads them
knows, his writings—like his life—are filled with a moral pas-
sion, but it is not an acknowledged part of his theory.

The Italian anarchist Errico Malatesta complained that
his admired mentor Peter Kropotkin had a somewhat simi-
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direction of the socialized economy, which, how-
ever, is itself a part of the organization of the as-
sociated producers and not an independent entity
set against them…. It is not through the state that
socialism can be realized, as this would exclude
the self-determination of the working class, which
is the essence of socialism. State rule perpetuates
the divorce of the workers from the means of pro-
duction…and thus also perpetuates class relations.”
(1983, 160–161)

Harry Cleaver (2000) claims to have first coined the
phrase “autonomous Marxism.” In this category he in-
cludes the “Johnson-Forest Tendency” of C.L.R. James, Raya
Dunayevskaya, and Grace Lee (Boggs); the Italian “workerists”
from the “extraparliamentary” left, such as Antonio Negri,
Mariarosa Dalla Costa, Mario Tronti, and others; and the
British Marxist “bottom-up” historians such as E. P. Thompson
and Christopher Hill (he does not mention the legacy of
WilliamMorris, butThompson wrote a major book about him).
He refers to Rosa Luxemburg, as well as council communists
such as Anton Pannekoek and Paul Mattick. Interestingly,
he says he learned from “anarcho-communists like Emma
Goldman and Peter Kropotkin,” even though they were not
Marxists (14). He discusses the French Socialisme ou Barbarie
group of Cornelius Castoriadis and Claude Lefort, noting their
eventual abandonment of Marxism.

Time and space will allow only a few comments about these
varying trends. Their main virtue, to me, should be clear: that
they use Marx’s critique of political economy while rejecting
statist interpretations. From the beginning, these trends focused
on the autonomous self-activity of the working class and the
oppressed, as opposed to top-down, elite organizing. They
examined the shop-floor activities of the workers, instead of
focusing on the politics of parties and union bureaucracies.
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There could not yet be a society of plenty for all and leisure
for all. But now it is possible to win real human liberation.
There is a technology that could help provide for everyone’s
needs—but that is threatened with total destruction, if not
taken out of the hands of the ruling class. An international,
socialized, working class is capable—potentially—of really
achieving an unalienated society.

But the old pressures are still there. Whatever makes a
movement vulnerable to becoming elitist, authoritarian, and
undemocratic, weakens the revolutionary libertarian aspects
of the movement. So it has proved with Marxism, despite
its contributions. Then even the genuinely liberatory aspects
of the theory, including its scientific critique of political
economy, can be misused by the new elite. Bureaucrats have
used even the truly democratic-libertarian aspects of Marxism
to cover up the reality of state-capitalist tyranny. “Marxism”
can serve as a distraction and a rationalization.

Libertarian Marxism

Writing of what I call the two sides of Marx’s theory, the an-
archist McKay claims “There are many continuities from Marx
to Lenin, but there are also continuities from Marx to more
libertarianMarxists…whose ideas approximate anarchism’s de-
sire for the free association of equals” (2008, 24). A range of
people who accept Marx’s views are anti-statist and close to
anarchism in several ways. Known as libertarian Marxists, au-
tonomist Marxists, left communists, or libertarian communists,
they are distinct from both Leninism and social democracy.

For example, Paul Mattick expressed his anti-statist, council
communist perspective this way:

There is no room for a “socialist state” in social-
ism, even though there is the need for a central
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lar orientation: unrealistically optimistic, mechanistic, and
fatalist, not unlike the Marxists. “Since, according to his
philosophy, that which occurs, must necessarily occur, so also
the communist-anarchism he desired must inevitably triumph
as if by a law of nature…. The bourgeois world was destined to
crumble; it was already breaking up and revolutionary action
only served to hasten the process” (Malatesta 1984, 265). Ex-
cept that Kropotkin, unlike Marx, also believed in revolution
as a moral cause, and sought to develop a naturalistic ethics.

The proletarian revolution and the preceding bourgeois rev-
olution are different in an important way. Capitalism is an
unplanned system. It works through the “invisible hand” of
the market, through supply and demand and the law of value.
As capitalist institutions gradually develop, the remaining feu-
dal institutions stand in their way. Once the remnants of me-
dievalism are wiped off the slate, the market will expand on
its own. The bourgeoisie and their champions do not have to
be fully aware of what they are doing. Conscious awareness
seems, in general, a dangerous thing. The bourgeoisie, for in-
stance, could never tell revolutionary peasants and artisans the
truth: that the people’s help was needed to overthrow the aris-
tocracy, only to set up a new system of exploitation.

But libertarian-democratic communism is different. It is a
society in which people deliberately and collectively regulate
their economic interactions. The workers must make the rev-
olution with full consciousness of what they are doing. The
automatic laws of the market (the law of value) will only be
overcome through workers’ democracy, which means making
conscious choices. This requires an understanding of how capi-
talism works (which Marx’s economic theory mostly provides)
but also requires a vision of an alternate society of freely associ-
ated, self-managed, producers (which Marx’s economic theory
mostly does not provide). Anything else leads in a state capi-
talist direction.
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The inevitablist interpretation can have unfortunate politi-
cal consequences. It can justify limiting struggle to reformism,
since any struggle will (supposedly) inevitably lead to revo-
lution. It can even justify a lack of struggle (Malatesta cites
various anarchists who retired to private life, confident that
the world would reach communist-anarchismwithout needing
them to make any effort). It can lead to the Leninists’ repres-
sion and mass murder, since they believed that they knew that
it would come out all right in the end, in socialist freedom. Non-
moralism and inevitablism became a problem when “history”
produced something calling itself “socialist” that was actually a
mass-murdering totalitarianism. Most revolutionary Marxists
found themselves accepting such vile regimes as “actually ex-
isting socialism.”

It can also lead in a conservative direction. If we interpret
Marx as predicting that the working class will inevitably make
a socialist revolution, then, since it has not, the whole theory
must be mistaken and the program of socialist revolution must
be rejected. Many have reasoned this way.

The Moral Choice

However, Marx and Engels sometimes used a different
formulation. The beginning of the Communist Manifesto says,
“The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of
class struggles…. a fight that each time ended, either in a
revolutionary re-constitution of society at large, or in the
common ruin of the contending classes” (in Draper 1998,
105–107). Draper explains this as “either a revolution that
remakes society or the collapse of the old order to a lower
level” (200). Marx may have had the fate of ancient Rome in
mind.

Engels restated this several times throughout his Anti-
Duhring. He wrote that the bourgeoisie is “a class under
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ing it to a vision of a free association of cooperating individuals
did not come up; for most Marxists, there was no such vision.

Marx presented his thinking as an integral whole. “Marxism”
(or “scientific socialism”) included the critique of political econ-
omy (my topic here). It included a broader background method
for studying society: historical materialism. It included a philo-
sophical approach: dialectical materialism. It included practical
political strategies: building workers’ electoral parties and la-
bor unions.

This was a total worldview, justified because it was going to
be the worldview of a rising new class, the proletariat. Because
I cannot accept the totality of this worldview, I do not regard
myself as a Marxist. I am a “Marxist-informed anarchist.” The
bourgeoisie, the current ruling class, has always hadmore than
one philosophy, economic theory, and political strategy. Why
not the working class?

As it turned out, Marxism, or something calling itself “Marx-
ism,” did become the ideology of a rising new class: the state-
capitalist collective bureaucracy. Within the growing manage-
rial and bureaucratic layer of capitalism, a section became rad-
icalized, rejecting rule by the traditional bourgeoisie. Instead,
they saw themselves as the new (benevolent) rulers. For them,
a variety of Marxism became a justifying ideology and a guide
to power. In the “Communist” countries, Marxism became a
rationalization for keeping power. This development had been
predicted by Bakunin and Kropotkin.

I do not at all deny the sincerity of Marx and Engels’s
libertarian-democratic, humanistic, and proletarian views.
This was—and remains—a real and valuable aspect of Marx
and Engels’s Marxism, subjectively the heart of what they
were trying to accomplish. But throughout history, class
society has corrupted movements for liberation, turning them
into tools of elites striving to replace the old rulers with
themselves, using the people as a battering ram against the
old order. Given the low level of productivity, it had to be so.
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between Marx and the anarchists in the First International,
namely that he wanted it to sponsor workers’ parties through-
out Europe, to run for government offices, and they opposed
this. I think that Marx’s pro-centralization, pro-state, view
played a major role in the post-Marx Marxists developing
authoritarian visions of socialism and authoritarian politics in
general.

Another main factor in the degeneration of post-MarxMarx-
ism was somewhat more philosophical and subtle. It was the
concept of capitalism moving “inevitably” and “inexorably” to
socialism. The wheels grind on, the workers develop class con-
sciousness sort of as a by-product, capitalism moves into crisis,
and the workers revolt, creating the lower phase of commu-
nism (see Tabor 2004). As we’ve seen, this automatism is tied
to Marx’s non-moralism, his failure to connect the Marxist eco-
nomic critique to any sort of ideal values (unlike the anarchist
analyses of Proudhon, Bakunin, and Kropotkin). As he saw it,
the workers will fight for socialism because the workers will
fight for socialism, not because it is the morally right thing to
do. Therefore there is no need to say much about what a social-
ist society would look like, as a goal to aim for, because it can
be relied on to happen, to work itself out. As I have pointed out,
there are sources within Marx and Engels’s work that suggests
that there are not one but (at least) two possibilities, which re-
quired a moral choice. But this was not emphasized by Marx or
Engels and was easy to miss. Similarly, by scouring their writ-
ings, it is possible to find elements of a vision of a liberated
communist society, one without a mental-manual division of
labor, ecologically balanced, without a state, etc. But this also
was rarely raised.

So what happens when history produces a totalitarian mass-
murdering, state-capitalist nightmare that calls itself “social-
ist”? Most revolutionary Marxists decided that, since this was
what came out of the historical process, it must be “actually ex-
isting socialism.” So it had to be accepted. The idea of compar-
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whose leadership society is racing to ruin like a locomotive
[with a] jammed safety-valve,” and that the modern working
class must make the socialist revolution or face “sinking to the
level of a Chinese coolie.” (1954, 217–218). For the capitalist
class, “its own productive forces have grown beyond its con-
trol, and…are driving the whole of bourgeois society toward
ruin, or revolution” (228; my emphasis). When the capitalist
system turns most people into proletarians, “it creates the
power which, under penalty of its own destruction, is forced to
accomplish this revolution” (388; my emphasis).

Socialist revolution is not inevitable. Engels is presenting it
as a possible choice. If, in this epoch of capitalist decay, we do
not choose it, our society faces destruction (in fact, he predicted
World War I). The working class could be reduced to the level
of the starving, super-exploited, Chinese workers of that time.
Therefore, the working class and its allies should consciously
and deliberately decide to make the revolution (as we, the rev-
olutionary minority, want it to).

Engels did not specifically call this a moral choice. For him, it
remains implicit: There is very little ethical reasoning involved
in preferring socialist revolution to the ruin of the working
class and all society. Although many of us regard it as a weak-
ness that ethical issues are not front and center, the main is-
sue for Engels is whether we agree with the political-economic
analysis.

Where Engels said the alternatives were “ruin or revolution,”
the revolutionary-democratic, Marxist, Rosa Luxemburg, saw
them as “socialism or barbarism” (Geras 1976). She believed
capitalismwas in its final epoch, propping itself up through im-
perialism, which would lead to greater crises and devastating
world wars. She foresaw that capitalism, if unhindered, would
destroy cultures and populations, would create deserts where
there had been cities and nations. She was accused of believing
that the economic collapse of capitalism was inevitable. What
she believed was that if capitalism was left alone to follow out
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its own dynamic laws of development, it would eventually col-
lapse, and produce “barbarism.” This was “inevitable.” But she
argued, if the working class chooses to intervene in history, it
will be able to prevent barbarism and collapse; it will be able
to save humanity by making a socialist revolution.

The anarchist Murray Bookchin noted that the hierarchical
structures of modern capitalism threaten human survival
through nuclear war or ecological catastrophe (he wrote
before global warming became so obvious). “No longer are we
faced with Marx’s famous choice of socialism or barbarism; we
are confronted with the more drastic alternatives of anarchism
or annihilation. The problems of necessity and survival have
become congruent with the problems of freedom and life”
(1986, 62).

In its epoch of decay, capitalism threatens humanity with
terrible destruction. That is why a revolution is necessary. If
this were not so, then socialism (of some sort) might be a nice
ideal, a morally attractive goal, but little else. There would be
no need to ask workers and others to engage in great struggles,
to risk everything in a revolution, if capitalist society might
continue on a course of gradual improvement, with ups and
downs in the economy. Indeed, it would be wrong to advocate a
revolution, with all its uncertainties, and its costs in resources
and blood.

Ironically, while threatening global destruction, capitalist in-
dustrialism has also made a new, nonoppressive, classless so-
ciety possible. Its technology is so immensely productive that
it could provide plenty for everyone, with only a minimum of
labor and plenty of leisure time. The technology would have to
be redesigned to fit a sustainable ecology and a self-managed
economy, but the potential is there.

Will the working class take up the challenge? Major aspects
of capitalism push them toward class consciousness and revo-
lution. But there are contradictory, conservatizing aspects that
hold them back. Some workers are (relatively) better off than
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Anarchism has certainly had its failures. It has done no bet-
ter than Marxism in leading workers to socialist revolution.
There were racist and authoritarian aspects to the views of
Proudhon and Bakunin. Kropotkin violated anarchist princi-
ples by supporting the Allied imperialists in World War I. In
the Spanish revolution of 1936–39, the mainstream anarchists
abandoned their program and betrayed the working class by
joining the liberal bourgeois government. They held back the
workers’ revolution, resulting in the victory of Spanish fascism.
In Asia, Korean and Chinese anarchists gave support to the re-
actionary nationalist Chinese Kuomintang. Anarchist theory
and practice has plenty of room for improvement—and I hope
this book helps—but at least anarchists did not murder tens of
millions of working people in the name of communism.

Throughout this work, I have referred to problems with
Marx’s theory. One is his centralism. His vision of socialism
in certain ways seems to be a purified capitalism. It would
build on the collectivization and socialization of labor that are
created by capitalist monopolization and statification. These
would be pulled together into a centralized agency (presum-
ably run by a minority) that would develop a vast overall plan
covering the whole economy. For all his writing about “freely
associated individuals,” he never considered the possibility
of a decentralized, bottom-up form of democratic economic
planning. At most he advocated an improved representative
democracy, at work and in the community. But he never
conceived of rooting it in face-to-face direct democracy.

Marx’s problem was not crude statism as such. He did not
worship the state or advocate totalitarianism. But he was
influenced by the Jacobin tradition in European leftism. The
state seemed to him to be the natural institution to integrate
the whole economy, as it tended to do even under capitalism.
Therefore, it made sense to use it (or to create a new state),
which would then evolve into a non-state, noncoercive public
structure. This view was tied to the main tactical difference
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cities.” People ask this geologist, “When will this great earth-
quake occur?” The geologist does not know. “Maybe this year.
Maybe in a decade or two. Possibly in a century.” The response:
“Forget about it! We will take our chances building our houses.”
Political economics is much more complex than geology. Un-
like geological strata, classes and social groups have conscious-
ness and make choices (people have “free will”). So it is hard to
make predictions and harder to persuade people when we do.

The Problem with Marxism

Marxism came out of the same socialist and working class
movements as anarchism did, and it shares many of the same
values and goals. Its critique of political economy is valuable
for understanding the economy and fighting capitalism. Yet
Marxism’s history, as a movement, has been gruesome. The
Social-Democratic parties, directly influenced by Marx and En-
gels, became reformist, statist, counterrevolutionary, and pro-
imperialist. They supported their warring imperialist states in
World War I and fought against the Russian and German rev-
olutions afterwards. They failed to fight the rise of fascism. In
the Cold War, they supported Western imperialism and aban-
doned all claims to be for a new type of society. Lenin, Trotsky,
and others tried to revive revolutionaryMarxism duringWorld
War I and the Russian revolution. Instead, they established a
one-party police state. Under Stalin, this evolved into several
totalitarian state capitalisms that murdered tens of millions of
workers and peasants around the world.

Marxism was not supposed to be a religious faith but a mate-
rialist praxis. As Engels liked to say, “The proof of the pudding
is in the eating.” How did something that seemed to have such
good goals, good values, and good theory repeatedly end up so
badly? What does that tell us about the theory?
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the majority of the world’s workers (in the United States this
includes many white, unionized, skilled, and/or white-collar
workers). Marx and Engels sometimes called this layer of prole-
tarians, the “labor aristocracy.” These workers may be bought
off, corrupted, or simply satisfied with the way things are. At
the opposite pole is a mass of very poor workers, including
the super-exploited (paid less than society’s standard for their
labor-power commodity) and the unemployed.Theymay be ex-
hausted, demoralized, and overwhelmed, feeling uninterested
in economic or political struggle. While Marx believed that the
class-consciousness-creating aspects of capitalism would even-
tually win out, really there can be no guarantee that either
layer of the working class, or any other, will engage in struggle
at any particular time or place.

Marx believed that socialism was only possible when tech-
nology had become potentially productive enough. Only this
allowed a return to the equality and freedom of early human
hunter-gatherer societies but with a much higher standard of
living. In the past, socialism (communism) was simply not pos-
sible. (Hunter-gatherer societies had “primitive communism”
in the sense that no one “owned” the land or the flora and fauna.
But societies lived through cycles of plenty and of starvation.)
There was not enough to go around. After previous revolutions,
most people had to go back to the daily grind in order to keep
everyone fed, while a few rulers were able to live off that la-
bor. Successful mass struggles might produce more freedom,
but they could not jump from a low level of productivity to
socialist liberation.

But productivity has greatly expanded. For example, until
quite recently in human history, 95 percent of the population
raised food, so that 5 percent or less could live in cities and
have an urban culture. Today, in the industrialized nations, the
proportions are reversed. Less than 5 percent of the population
produces more than enough food to feed the rest of the nation.
Even if we switched to fully organic methods of farming, the
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proportion of those who have to do farm work would be much
smaller than they have been for most of history. A society that
satisfies the needs and wants of all its members is possible, un-
der socialism.

Kropotkin noted that, in the past,

The power of production of food-stuffs and of all
industrial commodities had not yet reached the
perfection they have attained now. In those times
communism was truly considered as equivalent
to general poverty and misery, and well-being
was looked at as something which is accessible
to a very small number only. But this quite real
and extremely important obstacle to communism
exists no more. Owing to the immense produc-
tivity of human labor…a very high degree of
well-being can easily be obtained in a few years
by communist work.” (2002, 172)

Marx and Kropotkin could neither prove nor disprove this
assessment (without access to an alternate universe). If they
were wrong, if it was possible to achieve socialism at any time
since people began agriculture ten thousand years ago, then
humans have been failing to create socialism for ten thousand
years. This does not make our future chances look good. But if
socialist freedom has only been possible for a century or two
at most, due to the development of the necessary “immense
productivity of human labor,” then we’ve been missing our op-
portunity for only a short time, historically speaking. It sug-
gests that we still have a chance to create a free and cooperative
society—before catastrophe overtakes us.

In 1858, Marx wrote to Engels, “The difficult question for us
is this. On the continent, the revolution is imminent and will
immediately assume a socialist form. But will it not necessarily
be crushed in this small corner of the earth, seeing that over a
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conflicts, an ever-expanding world market, wars, and ecolog-
ical decay.

Marx’s critique of political economy provides a set of useful
theoretical tools for understanding the present conditions of
the capitalist economy and its likely future development. But
the tools are no better than their user. As the old joke goes,
Marxist economists have predicted ten of the last three reces-
sions. More to the point, few Marxists predicted that World
War II would be followed by an extended period of prosperity.
Neither did many liberal or conservative economists, but Marx-
ism was supposed to be superior. Once the post-war prosperity
had settled in, most influential Marxist theorists declared that
the epoch of capitalist decay was no longer in effect. Like al-
most all bourgeois economists, they said that the prosperity
would last—and gave up revolutionary politics.

Most Marxist economists also did not apply Marx and En-
gels’s concept of state capitalism to the Soviet Union or Maoist
China. They supported these regimes; and the few who had
not did not expect them to transform into traditional capital-
ism. Even now, few have much of an explanation for how this
happened.

To be fair, understanding social structures (which is to say,
people acting, thinking, and feeling, together) is difficult. Marx
was trying to be as scientific in the social field as the hard, nat-
ural sciences, but this is probably impossible. For over thirty
years, a few of us have been predicting the final collapse of
the post-war prosperity, based on our understanding of Marx-
ist political economy. Instead, the world economy has contin-
ued to gradually slide downhill, with ups and downs. I believe,
with others, that 2008 was the beginning of a new period of
crisis-ridden decline (see this book’s reference section for fur-
ther analyses).

Making such predictions, I often feel like a geologist in Cal-
ifornia saying, “Do not continue to build houses here; at some
point there will be an enormous earthquake that will flatten
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Conclusion: An Anarchist
Critique of Marx’s Political
Economy

MARX’S economic theory is distinctive in several ways. He
started from the issue of how labor is used and organized to
produce and distribute goods and services. In order to consume
things, people have to work to produce and distribute them,
and they have to organize their labor to do so.This focus on the
process of labor makes it possible to see how modern workers
are exploited like the serfs and slaves before them. Some work
and others live off that work (even if they spend some effort in
organizing those who work and in making sure that they do
not rebel). Alternate theories obfuscate this reality.

Marx saw capitalism as a dynamic historical system, driven
by internal conflicts. It had an origin; it reached its height; it
began to decline; and it will end. In this it is no different from
previous socio-economic systems (and if humanity makes it to
libertarian communism, that too will evolve, although how is
beyond our ability to predict). Bourgeois economists, however,
write as if the categories of capitalism have applied for all time,
or at least as if they expect the “free market” to go on forever,
the perfect economic system, the “end of history.”

Broadly speaking, Marx’s analysis has held up well. Unlike
the classical political economists, he predicted the continuation
of the business cycle, with its conclusions in crises. Similarly,
he predicted the growth of ever-larger capitalist enterprises,
into semi-monopolies. He expected capitalism to have class
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far greater area the movement of bourgeois society is still in
the ascendant?” (in Buber 1958, 84–85). Marx was an interna-
tionalist, and here he was expressing a realistic fear that the
European socialist revolution would be held back by the lack of
economic development on a world scale. And so it was. Marx
did not realize that capitalism was not yet in its final epoch
but only reaching the height of its development. Today indus-
trial capitalism has entered its epoch of decline. Humanity has
reached and passed the point where it is capable of industrial-
izing the whole world.

Despite humanity’s powerful modern technology, a great
deal would have to be done to redevelop the world under so-
cialism.The “underdeveloped” (misdeveloped) oppressed parts
of the world would have to be industrialized, according to their
wishes and wants, in an ecological way. The former imperial-
ist parts of the world would have to be re-industrialized in a
way that is ecologically sustainable, no longer destroying the
natural environment. Production everywhere would have to
be reconfigured to make it democratic, without order-givers
and order-takers.The destruction created by any revolutionary
vs. counterrevolutionary civil wars would have to be repaired.
Meanwhile (economically wasteful) armaments would still be
produced so long as capitalist states still threaten the socialist
regions. All this can be done, on the way to the full achieve-
ment of libertarian communism.

The alternatives, then, are “a revolutionary re-constitution of
society at large or the common ruin of the contending classes”
(Marx), “ruin or revolution” (Engels), “socialism or barbarism”
(Luxemburg), “anarchism or annihilation” (Bookchin). With
this interpretation, Marx and others declared that what cap-
italism produces, “with the inexorability of a law of nature,”
is the end of capitalist prosperity and stability, one way or
another. The good times, such as they were, could not last. The
still-open question is what will replace it.
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It may still seem deterministic and teleological to say that we
will face one of two possible futures. However, both “a revolu-
tionary re-constitution of society” and “common ruin” could
take many possible forms. The “re-constitution” might involve
various methods of revolution leading to various forms of so-
cialism (see the Appendix). “Common ruin” could mean var-
ious forms of destruction, including wars, economic degrada-
tion, and/or a range of ecological disasters.

As best as we can predict, capitalism inevitably creates the
possibility of an alternate society, built by the working class
and its socialized labor. Its situation in life pushes the working
class to struggle against its oppression. This tends to create a
consciousness of exploitation and a desire for a new society.
The beautiful vision of socialism, the culmination of the moral
values of humanity down through the ages, has become a real
possibility and even a necessity.

But it is still a choice. It is not inevitable at all that work-
ers, or anyone else, will chose revolution before we face eco-
nomic collapse, nuclear war, or environmental cataclysm. It is
only possible. It is less a matter of prediction than commitment.
Whatever is the “correct” interpretation of Marx on the ques-
tion of inevitability, the issue will be decided in struggle.
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Anarchist and Marxist visions are not absolute alternatives.
Kropotkin’s federated associations could democratically work
out an overall economic plan. On the other hand, in The Civil
War in France, Marx, for once, described a non-state vision
of self-governing industries (he was making a point, not ad-
vocating a program). He remarked that there are bourgeois
ideologists who declare that communism is “impossible,” but
who also advocate producer (worker-managed) cooperatives.
Sounding almost like an anarcho-syndicalist, Marx responded
that the Paris Commune,

intended to abolish that class property which
makes the labor of the many the wealth of the few.
It aimed at the expropriation of the expropriators.
It wanted to make individual property a truth
by transforming the means of production, land,
and capital, now chiefly the means of enslaving
and exploiting labor, into mere instruments of
free and associated labor. But this is communism,
“impossible” communism!… If co-operative pro-
duction is not to remain a sham and a snare; if
it is to supersede the capitalist system; if united
co-operative societies are to regulate national pro-
duction upon common plan, thus taking it under
their own control… what else, gentlemen, would
it be but communism, “possible” communism?
(1971, 75–76)

What else indeed?
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substitute themselves for the state in all its
functions. They would represent an interwoven
network, composed of an infinite variety of groups
and federations of all sizes and degrees, local, re-
gional, national, and international—temporary or
more or less permanent—for all possible purposes:
production, consumption, and exchange, com-
munications, sanitary arrangements, education,
mutual protection, defense of the territory, and so
on; and, on the other side, for the satisfaction of
an ever-increasing number of scientific, artistic,
literary and sociable needs…. True progress lies in
the direction of decentralization, both territorial
and functional, in the development of the spirit
of local and personal initiative, and of free feder-
ation from the simple to the compound, in lieu
of the present hierarchy from the center to the
periphery. (2002, 284, 286)

Kropotkin did not believe in a workers’ state, an institution
that supposedly represented the working class but that—as
a state—was separated from and above it. As seen in the
quote above, he proposed federated associations for “mutual
protection [and] defense of the territory,” tasks that, while
necessary, did not require a state. He also rejected the concept
of two phases of communism. He thought that a revolution
should be immediately followed by full communism, but that
able-bodied adults would be expected to work a half-day,
perhaps five hours, to earn a guaranteed minimum of food,
clothing, and shelter. They would then be free to do voluntary
work for luxuries. (For further discussion of an anarchist
approach to a post-capitalist, post-revolutionary economy,
see the Appendix to Chapter 8: Malatesta’s Method for an
Anarchist Economy.)
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Chapter 8: What Marx Meant
by Socialism and
Communism

THE “utopian” socialists who preceded Marx, such as
Charles Fourier, Robert Owen, and Étienne Cabet, created
very detailed instructions on how a new society should be
organized. Marx deliberately rejected that approach. His
descriptions of how a socialist or communist economy would
work are few and far between. (Marx referred to his goal as
both “socialism” and “communism,” although he preferred
the latter; the same is true of most revolutionary anarchists—
though the term’s association with Communist dictatorships
has made it less attractive). He developed a critique of capi-
talism, not of socialism, and what he wrote about the latter
tended to be limited. In volume one of Capital, for instance,
Marx refers to “a community of free individuals, carrying on
their work with the means of production in common, in which
the labor-power of all the different individuals is consciously
applied as the combined labor-power of the community”
(90). Their work would be “consciously regulated by them in
accordance with a settled plan” (92).

Rather than presenting a new social system, Marx focused
on the need for the working class to collectively take power, to
replace the bourgeoisie as the (temporarily) new ruling class.
The workers and their allies would get rid of the existing state
and replace it with a radically democratic state, similar to the
Paris Commune. This new state would essentially be the self-
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organized working class, and it would expropriate the capital-
ist class, allowing workers to build a new economy based on
the centralization, collectivization, and socialization of labor
of the existing monopolized and statified capitalist economy.
The means of production (but not individual consumer goods)
would be held in common. An economic plan would be agreed
upon (although he never spelled out how).

In a truly socialist economy, there would be no more law
of value, because goods would not be bought and sold on
the market. There will be no commodities. Workers would
distribute their labor among various industries according to
need, as determined by whatever plan they had created. Es-
tablished through revolution, Marx maintained, the workers’
state as a coercive social machine would “wither away” or
“die out.” It would evolve into a nonviolent public institution
coordinating the economy. Classes as distinct layers of society,
specialized to either be workers or bosses, would also dissolve
into a classless society. Labor would be unalienated because
it would not be done for someone else. It would be done for
the community of which each person was a free member. The
social nature of all interactions would be transparent rather
than fetishized, clear to everyone. The very nature of work
would change, ending class-determined divisions of labor and
unequal relations between town and countryside.

Transitional Program of the Communist
Manifesto

Section II of the 1848 Communist Manifesto is titled, “Pro-
letarians and Communists.” At its end, Marx lays out a brief
program. It is not a description of full communism, but a se-
ries of steps toward communism, a transitional program. First,
he writes, the working class must take power. Then, “the pro-
letariat will use its political supremacy to wrest, by degrees,
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productive forces to dovetail harmoniously into each other on
the basis of one single vast plan can allow industry to be dis-
tributed over the whole country” (411).

Comparisons of Marx’s Communism and
Anarchist Communism

Marx and Engels deliberately did not give details about what
a socialist/communist society would look like. We can, how-
ever, get some ideas from what they wrote. They were commit-
ted to a democratic society, self-managed by freely associated
producers. They saw it as being a centrally planned economy
(with “a single vast plan”). Industry and agriculture would be
integrated, and owned by the democratic workers’ state that
had replaced the bourgeois state. The workers’ state would be-
gin to disintegrate as soon as it was established, due to increas-
ing participation of the working people in the coordination and
planning of their lives, as well as an increase in unalienated la-
bor.

Presumably the society Marx and Engels imagined would
still be centralized.That iswhere problems arise. Centralization
is more than unification or coordination. It means that there
is a center and a periphery. Even if the center’s officials are
popularly elected, the center is managed by a few people who
get information from the many at the periphery, who in turn
carry out the directions given them from the center.

Here, Marx and Engels can be contrasted with Peter
Kropotkin. His anarchist vision was of a pluralistic and decen-
tralized federalism. Kropotkin also did not draw up a detailed
program, but he discussed in several books how free working
people might reorganize a city and its region after a revolution
(e.g., Fields, Factories, and Workshops and The Conquest of
Bread). He wrote that voluntary associations would
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understood that much of technology was developed for no
reason but to increase the exploitation of the workers.

Society cannot free itself unless every individual
is freed. The old mode of production must there-
fore be revolutionized from top to bottom, and in
particular the former division of labor must disap-
pear. Its place must be taken by an organization of
production in which…productive labor, instead of
being a means of subjugating men, will become a
means of their emancipation, by offering each indi-
vidual the opportunity to develop all his faculties,
physical and mental, in all directions and exercise
them to the full—in which, therefore, productive
labor will become a pleasure instead of being a bur-
den. (Engels 1954, 408)

For Marx, the “more advanced phase of communist society”
begins once “the enslaving subjugation of individuals to the
division of labor and thereby the antithesis of intellectual and
physical labor” is over (1992, 347). The most alienating division
of labor, then, was between intellectual and physical labor, be-
tweenmaking decisions and carrying them out, between order-
giving and order-taking.The “utopians” had developed the idea
of integrating labor, and the anarchists were to develop it fur-
ther, but it was also important to Marx and Engels. It was a
technical integration that included the synthesis of agriculture
with manufacturing industries: “gradual abolition of the dis-
tinction between town and country, by amore equable distribu-
tion of population over the country…” (Marx and Engels 1998,
155). This was social but also necessary for ecological reasons:
“The present poisoning of the air, water and land can be put
an end to only by the fusion of town and country” (1954, 411).
But Engels also considered the idea of collective townships in-
tegrating agriculture and industry to be utopian without a cen-
tralized plan: “Only a society which makes it possible for its
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all capital from the bourgeoisie, to centralize all instruments
of production in the hands of the state, i.e., of the proletariat
organized as the ruling class…by means of despotic inroads on
the rights of property…” (in Draper 1998, 155). He follows this
with a ten-point program that includes, “5. Centralization of
credit in the hands of the state… 6. Centralization of the means
of communication and transport in the hands of the state. 7.
Extension of factories and instruments of production owned
by the state…. 8. Equal liability of all to labor. Establishment of
industrial armies, especially for agriculture” (ibid).

This would lead to the end of distinct, specialized classes,
Marx claimed. It would also lead to the end of the state, that
is, the end of a coercive instrument of one class over other
classes. “When, in the course of development…all production
has been concentrated in the hands of associated individuals,
the public power loses its political character…. In place of the
old bourgeois society with its classes and class antagonisms
there comes an association in which the free development of
each is the precondition for the free development of all” (157).
Anarchists, of course, doubt the chances of such free individual
development if the “public power” has all industry and agricul-
ture centralized into its control and everyone is forced to (“has
liability to”) work in industrial armies.

By 1872, evenMarx and Engels themselves felt that “this pro-
gram has in some details become antiquated.” They did not go
into much detail, but wrote in their Preface to that year’s Ger-
man edition ofTheCommunist Manifesto, “One thing especially
was proved by the [Paris] Commune, viz., that ‘the working
class cannot simply lay hold of the ready made state machin-
ery andwield it for its own purposes’” (262).Theywere actually
quoting Marx’s The Civil War in France here (Marx and Engels
1971, 68). In that essay, Marx claimed it was not enough to rad-
ically democratize the bourgeois state. Instead, it was neces-
sary to completely get rid of the capitalist state and replace it
with an institution like the Paris Commune. “The centralized
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state power,” he wrote “with its ubiquitous organs of stand-
ing army, police, bureaucracy, clergy, and judicature—organs
wrought after the plan of a systematic and hierarchic division
of labor—originates from the days of absolute monarchy” (ibid).
While the emerging bourgeoisie used elements of the monar-
chial state as a weapon against feudalism, they also gradually
changed it into something better suited to their needs. Gover-
nance was “placed under parliamentary control—that is, under
the direct control of the propertied classes” (69), which allowed
different factions of the ruling class a forum in which to work
out their differences. But whatever those differences, the bour-
geois state remained a repressive force when it came to the
workers: “At the same pace at which the progress of modern
industry developed, widened, intensified the class antagonism
between capital and labor, the state power assumed more and
more the character of the national power of capital over labor,
of a public force organized for social enslavement, of an en-
gine of class despotism” (69). The idea of “wielding” this sort of
institution for revolutionary ends made little sense. But what
would replace it?

In Marx and Engels’ writings, they portray the 1871 Paris
Commune uprising as extremely democratic. In particular,
they noted, the city council members were directly elected
by the sections (neighborhoods) of the city and were subject
to recall if their sections no longer agreed with them. The
representatives were paid as much as average workers. All
officials, such as judges and local police, were similarly
elected and controllable. The regular army was replaced by
an armed people (a volunteer militia). Marx expected that if
the Commune had lasted it would have federated with similar
city, town, and village communes throughout France.

This was an image of a very democratic representative
democracy. But it contained nothing of direct democracy, of
the members of sections meeting and deciding how to manage
their neighborhood. Or of workers meeting face-to-face in
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communism. This is the strategy of the Permanent Revolution,
applied internationally.

Some Marxists—Maoists, for instance—see revolution as a
two-stage process: first a capitalist revolution to build a strong
economic foundation, then the proletarian revolution. This is
a distortion of Marx’s views. Workers and their allies should
not be limited to the program of capitalism and bourgeois-
democracy. Marx and Engels believed that, whenever possible,
the working class should lead all oppressed people to take
power and carry out tasks of both the bourgeois-democratic
revolution and the proletarian-socialist revolution. The first
program includes land to the peasants who use it, freedom
of speech, election of officials, national self-determination,
etc., and the second program includes also public ownership
of the land and industry, worker management and planning
of industry, international revolution, etc. These programs
conflict in certain ways; for example, “land to the peasants”
implies distributing large estates to landless peasants, which
is not the eventual socialist goal of democratic collectivism.
However, Marx and Engels believed that the peasants should
be supported in their democratic demands and respectfully
won over to socialism (including by sponsoring cooperatives).
Similarly, each country and region would have to combine
bourgeois-democratic and proletarian-democratic demands
according to their own circumstances.

A Technological Revolution

Lenin appears to have interpreted Marxism to mean that
modern technology and social organization, just as it is
arranged under monopoly capitalism, will continue under
socialism. The only difference would be that, on top, instead
of corporate boards of directors and the bourgeois state, there
will be a centralized workers’ state. But Marx and Engels
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It is unclear whether Marx thought that the “period of rev-
olutionary transformation…in the political sphere” would take
place before the lower phase of communism or if the lower
phase is part of that transformation. Presumably, the working
class must first seize power before it can begin to create even
the lower phase. (Keep in mind that, for anarchists, “seizing
power” is not necessarily the same as “seizing state power.”
Overthrowing the bourgeois state and replacing it with a com-
mune of workers’ councils and popular assemblies—the self-
organization of the workers and all oppressed—is quite differ-
ent from creating a new bureaucratic-military state machine.)

This has become an issue relevant to the poorer, oppressed,
nations of the world. As in Marx’s day, most of the countries of
the world have economies so warped by capitalism that even
achieving a “lower” phase of communism would be a monu-
mental task. They have severe poverty along with ecological
destruction, and a productive economic sector mostly geared
to export and enriching foreign imperialists and local blood-
suckers. But, unlike Marx’s day, the world as a whole has more
than enough resources (natural, technological, etc.) to establish
a prosperous international communism.

What then are the options for an oppressed nation in
Africa, Asia, or Latin America? Even if the workers, peasants,
and other oppressed sections of the population seize power
and set up their own federation of workers’ and peasants’
councils, what can they achieve? The federation would take
steps toward communism, but these will be limited inter-
nally. Markets and the law of value can not be immediately
abolished (as mentioned, Marx did not think that all aspects
of capitalism could be immediately abolished, even in the
lower stage of communism). The federation would work to
spread the revolution to other oppressed nations and to the
imperialist nations. The latter have the wealth to help the
poor countries develop in their own way, toward liberatory
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the factory or shop or office each morning to decide what
they would do that day in accordance with their overall
plan. In general, anarchists are not against some degree of
representation or delegation, in large, complex societies. But
anarchists seek to root this in a vibrant, lively, decentralized,
direct democracy, where communities directly control their
lives. Even at their most libertarian-democratic, Marx and
Engels showed no understanding of this.

Critique of the Gotha Program

InTheCritique of the Gotha Program,Marx described commu-
nism as a “cooperative society based on common ownership of
the means of production” (1992, 345). He raised the notion of
two “phases” of communism. In the first phase, we are deal-
ing with “a communist society, not as it has developed on its
own foundations, but, on the contrary, just as it emerges from
capitalist society. In every respect, economically, morally, and
intellectually, it is thus still stamped with the birthmarks of the
old society from whose womb it emerges” (346).

For some reason, Lenin renamed Marx’s “first phase of
communist society” socialism and only called Marx’s “more
advanced phase of communist society” communism proper.
To Marx, they were both phases of communism. (And neither
has any relation to the later differences between Socialist and
Communist parties.)

Of all the possible differences between the lower and higher
phase of communism, Marx focused on the issue of remuner-
ation of the workers, which was a highly contentious issue at
the time. (He presented his views as a prediction, rather than as
the proposal they really were.) In the first phase, he expected
that individual workers would receive payment equal to the
amount of work they contributed (minus deductions for an
overall fund for maintenance and accumulation of production
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capacity, and for taking care of children, the sick, and older
people). The able-bodied workers would be—Marx predicted—
paid in certificates that register how many hours they worked
or how hard (duration or intensity of labor); they would not
to be rewarded according to how much they produced. Marx
did not propose that more skilled or highly trained workers
be paid at a higher rate. The certificates would not be money;
they could not be accumulated or exchanged for goods on a
market. Instead, they are brought to the common storehouse
to exchange for goods that took an equivalent amount of labor
to produce: Ten hours of work earned the right to a shirt that
took an average of ten hours to make. Only consumer goods
could be withdrawn, not means of production.

To Marx, this was better than capitalism but still limited. It
was only the first phase of communism. Receiving goods equiv-
alent to labor performed is still “in principle a bourgeois right,”
although one which capitalism had never lived up to. Workers
differ in strength and ability—some can work longer or harder
than others. Workers also have different needs and wants, re-
gardless of how hard they work. Therefore this remunerative
“equality” remains unequal and unfair. The society, it implies,
is not yet completely unalienated.

In an advanced communist society, however, “when labor is
no longer just a means of keeping alive but has itself become
a vital need; when the all-round development of individuals
has also increased their productive powers and all the springs
of cooperative wealth flow more abundantly—only then can
society wholly cross the narrow horizon of bourgeois right and
inscribe on its banner: From each according to his abilities, to
each according to his needs!” (347).

And what of the political realm, Marx asks? “In a communist
society…what social functions will remain that are analogous
to the present functions of the state?” (355). While he did not
directly answer the question, he suggested that there may still
be a need for social coordination and other tasks in a stateless
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society, adding that, “Between capitalist and communist soci-
ety lies a period of revolutionary transformation from one to
the other. There is a corresponding period of transition in the
political sphere and in this period the state can only take the
form of a revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat” (355).

What exactly Marx and Engels meant by the “revolution-
ary dictatorship of the proletariat” is a matter of controversy
(see Draper 1986, 1987; Price 2007). With the development of
Marxism-Leninism it came to mean the dictatorship of one po-
litical party or a small group—or even one person. Marx’s belief
that there would be a transitional period between capitalism
and communism, as well as his division of communism itself
into lower and higher phases, have been used as an excuse for
Stalinist totalitarianism. It has been used to justify regimes that
were not moving toward stateless, classless associations of free
individuals—but that were, in fact, moving in the other direc-
tion.

None of these rationalizations would have been acceptable
to Marx or Engels’s democratic principles. In their day, “dic-
tatorship” could refer to domination by a parliament or by a
popular class. As we can best determine, what they meant by
“dictatorship of the proletariat,” was neither more nor less than
“the rule of the working class” (in the same sense that a bour-
geois democracy would be called a “dictatorship of the bour-
geoisie”).They pointed to the ultra-democratic Paris Commune
as an example of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Some liber-
tarian Marxists have used the term to mean the stateless rule
of the self-organized working class. Lenin, in State and Revolu-
tion (written before he set up his own one-party dictatorship),
claimed that Marx and Engels had meant a “semi-state” that,
from the moment of its creation, would “immediately” begin
to wither away as popular participation increased. Today, we
should avoid using the phrase, given what it has come to mean
to most people.
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